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UK Gridders Play

At Madisonville

R. R. Estill Named
Spar Mine Head

ddyville Man Is
njured In Wreck

Presbytery Rally
Held Here Sunday

Stolen Automobile
Found Saturday

Work On Gas line
Will Begin Soon

rice Declines Called

ign Of US Prosperity
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More Automobile
Prices Reduced

Hampton Nichols Asks
Endorsement As Jailer
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Present Assessment Should Not Stand
We hope we are correct in forecasting
that the assessment figures sent to Frankfort last week, after recapitulation of the
work of the assessors and the board of
supervisors had been completed, will not
be permitted to stand as it is.
We base our belief that something radical will be done to correct inequities,
which seem to us to be greater now than
they were on the 1947 levy, upon the
statement of Commissioner of Revenue H.
Clyde Reeves, when he first came to Caldwell county at the invitation of the Citizens Committee to help work out a fairer
assessment.
At that time Mr. Reeves said he would
be glad to lend himself and his department
to a movement begun by local folk looking toward assessing all property in this
county at the State average level, so that
services to which the people are entitled
might be better perfohned . . . especially
in the education field.
He said, however, that in event the effort, which had its inception in the Citizens Committee, failed to produce a fairer assessment, he would not permit it to
cause heavier burdens upon some while
permitting others to escape with lighter
tax burdens.
We believe Mr. Reeves is an honest and
very able public official and that it is
his high purpose to raise Kentucky from
its doldrums by effecting an honest tax
paying system in the State as a whole.
This is true in our own county, we believe, and if one man is paying on a 100
percent basis and his neighbor on a 15
percent basis, the first is paying a good
portion of the second's fair taxes.
Information in our hands indicates that

perhaps 30 percent of the property owners in the county and city were granted
reductions in their tentative assessments
for 1948, while the other 70 percent is
listed at approximately 56 percent of its
fair cash value, under the present evaluation, This simply is not to be tolerated
. . and we feel certain Mr. Reeves will
not allow it to stand that way.
Another proviso of the Revenue Commissioner's agreement, when he sent
agents to help with the re-assessment begun here some six months ago, was that
the tax rate for 1948 must be fixed at a
point so that the total tax yield for that
year would not be greater than was that
for 1947.
The evidence is not all in our hands but
we feel certain the school tax level cannot be reduced without material damage
to the educational systems of the city and
county. Suggested figurep for other levies
were published some weeks ago, after the
first assessment totals were given, but
these were merely tentative estimates put
forward by Commissioner Reeves, certaily not binding upon the Fiscal Court,
which fixes our tax rates.
The State Tax Commission has the final
say about each individual assessment, as
we understand the matter; and the 1948
assessment for Caldwell county is now in
that agency's hands.
For the good of the whole community
and in order that all our property owners
may enjoy equal benefits under the law,
we very much hope the State Tax Commission can work out an agreeable and
equitable solution of the problem, never
graver for this or any Kentucky county
than today.

Make Crippled Children Happier
A happy sunrise greets the crippled
child today because you buy Easter Seals,
for every Easter Seal is a symbol of more
orthopedic correction, better convalescing
care, and a fuller educational program for
these children.
The Easter Seal Campaign of the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children this
year lasts through Easter Sunday, April
17, and the State goal is $175,000.4
Urgently needed funds from this cornpaign will be used to complete, within the
year it is hoped, the Convalescent Home
now under construction near Lexington;

to supplement funds of the Kentucky
Crippled Children Commission, to extend
operation of the Curative Workshop,
treating both children and adults in Louis-,
ville, and to give further educational aid
to Kentucky's crippled children.
Many will agree that this goal should be
met and likely readers of this column are
among them; so, if you have not sent
your offering to this cause, in payment
for seals received by mail, attend to this
matter now . . . that you may share in
making many of Kentucky's crippled little dimes happier at this Eastertide.

Another Step Forward
One of the most promising forward
steps made in this area recently is the
formation of the Tr -County Artificial
Breeding Association..
,
This agency is giving farmers an apportunity to build up their dairy herds with
the services of the finest sirep in the
State. Ordinary scrub cows in a herd produce better offsprings, and these, in turn
artificially bred to good sires, will produce even better stock. In not too many
years, a herd of scrub cows can be
changeq into one which is almost as good
As purebred.
.
County agents, as men who have studied the value of good sires in herd upbuilding, are recommending this process.'
More than that, they worked to get the
association under way, giving time, effort and knowledge to the cause.
Robert McClanahan, inseminator, is
doing a fine job, his activities covering
five counties. He is at his office by 6 o'-

Posfscripts
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clock each morning to receive telephone
calls from members.
One of the best things about the association is the membership is not closed,
nor or there restrictions on number of
members or number of cows. When the
organization was formed, there had to
be 1,200 cows pledged before final approval was,granted and the work started.
More than that were pledged, and new
members are joining each week. Interested persons may get information from
their county agents or by writing the association, Princeton.
The men who have- worked so hard
to get this program started are to be
praised for their efforts. It will be a
tragedy if the people in this section do
not take full advantage of this great opportunity to build up the quality of herds,
not only for their own financial betterment but also for the benefit to their
communities and for the greater advancement of the State.
(P.S.)

Kentucky On The March

The display of new spring bonnets regularly brings great crowds
to church on Easter morn. This
undoubtedly was what led the
Biblical Recorder, North Carolina Baptist paper, to go poetic as
early as 1901:
"Attend your church," the parson cries,
To church each fair one goes;
The old go there to close their
eyes,
The young to eye their clothes.
*
*
*
Princeton made large headlines
again last week in a city daily
when a former Princetonian, now
living in Evansville, Ind., was
taken for $2,700 by three bright
boys. Police say they have little
hope of locating the sharpers.
*
*
*
For years your reporter has felt
pretty sure the only way to get a
vacation was to become sick
enough for hospitalization
but Dr. K-for-Kenneth-and-alsofor-knockout-Barnes changed the
picture about 10 days ago.
*
*
*
So I spent a week surrounded
by bowls of violets, pansies, hyacinths and other spring blossoms
which greatly soothe puny spirits
. . . reading escape literature and
resting. I wasn't sick much, had
little pain and rather enjoyed the
experience of joining other adults
of this community who have had
mumps recently.
*
*
*
It is pleasant to realize, tho
not flattering to the ego, that
things go on at The Leader very
well indeed without my guiding
hand. Just before Easter is about
as bad a time as any for the head
man to be off the job but I believe you will agree the paper
was all right last week.
*
*
I have always thought a la
who needed and paid for a doll
tor and then ignored the physician's instructions was a lamebrain; so, despite a guilty feeling
for not going to the office and
attending to duties, I stayed in as
prescribed, altho my jaw hinges
were not painful and there was
no temperature after the second
day. To all who feel their burdens too heavy and who desire
a respite . . . I heartily recommend a slight case of mumps!
*
*
*
Green onions delivered fresh
at the front door were irresistible,
to me Saturday morning. At 15

Politico
A nnouncements
The Leader is authorized to
announce the candidacy of Glover J. Lewis for sheriff, subject to
the action of the voters at the
Democratic Primary election, Saturday, Aug. 6. 1949.
• •.
The Leader is authorized to announce the candidacy of Hylart
Mitchell for sheriff, subject to
the action of the voters in the
Democratic primary, Saturday,
Aug. 6, 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to
announce the candidacy of William L. Jones for State Representative, subject to the action of
the voters at the Democratic
Primary election, Saturday, Aug.
6, 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the candidacy of Sid Satterfield for the nomination as
sheriff of Caldwell county, subject to the action of the voters
in the Democratic primary, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to an
nounce the candidacy of Mack
Rustin for sheriff, subject to the
action of the voters in the Democratic primary eloction Saturday.
August 6, 1949.

Plan To Teach In Home State
By Ewing Galloway
In Sue Bennett Junior College at London there is an unusal organization. It is
the Future Teachers of America. And
what's still more interesting is that
practically all the students in the group
Intend to teach in Kentucky. They are all
making a special study of economic and
social conditions in the state so that they
may be better prepared for their future
work.
In a letter to this column Dr. Bruce Underwood, state health commissioner, says
that with he ever-increasing interest in
public health and the expanding health
portunities for young men and women
program in Kentucky, there are many opin this field than ever before. The serious
hortage includes preventive medicine,
ablic health nursing, chemical laboratory
v•ork, sanitary inspection, industrial hy'ne.

Young people interested In this type
• work," says Dr. Underwood, "can find

work in their own state—even in their
own counties."
From what I hear and read in west Kentucky, more land in the State will be sown
to permanent pasture this year than ever
before. A. A. Williams, our county agricultural agent, says Henderson county
farmers will sow 1,000 acres to Ladino
clover alone this year. Local farmers have
started buying my home-grown bluegrass
seed earlier than usual. My guess is that
thirty fields of from 20 to 60 acres here
will be sown to bluegrass in 1949. This
means less ridge land planted to grain.
The other day the Henderson Gleaner
reported the Committee for the county
and city had a "broad program." many
other communities have broad programs,
but-the public should not get the impression that civic organizations are going to
push a dozen projects all at the same time.
One objective at a time is more likely
than three or four, because trying to satisfy all civic groups at the same time
would get nothing finished.

cents a bunch they seemed high
. . but I don't buy many things
to eat and the boy said they cost
more down town. Now the problem is to find some kale greens!
*
*
*
The new National Geographic
devotes the entire April issue to
England and, time being heavy on
my hands, I waded into it last
weekend. Amazing to discover
that Michael Farraday, 1791-1867,
was the "Father of the Age of
Electricity" and that "Everybody
who buys electric light bulbs today is indebted to Lord Raleigh,
1842-1919, who discovered the gas
called argon, which is used, mixed
with nitrogen, in modern electric
light bulbs".
*
*
*
By 1066, the article says, the
English had become a mongrel
race, described by Defoe, in his
True-Born Englishman, as
Your Roman-Saxon-DanishNorman-English . . .
A True Born Englishman's
a contradiction!
In speech an irony, in fact a
fiction.
A metaphor invented to express . .
A man akin to all the universe.
*
*
*
Now this sheds more light upon why we Americans are so aptly called "cousins" of the British
. . for we too are "a mongrel
race", or nation . . . akin to all
the universe.
*
*
*
David Schulherr was one of my
few visitors last week and spent
what was a very enjoyable hour
to me, The young Presbyterian
minister still plans to continue his
education . . . but is having
trouble getting in the great university of his choice. His is an

Road
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Buick Sales &

Service
We Do All Kinds of Mechani
cal Work on Cars and Trucks—
•

B. F. DILLINGHAM to charge
of shop—

Call 2408 to Get Your
Car and Delivery

By Jane

Washington -- Whenever Uncle
Sam gets set to build a big federal office building, a postotfice, an
airport or furniture for a courtroom, he first calls on 0. Victor
Reeser to create a model out of
cardboard.
An architect and model technician for the Federal Works Agency (FWA), Mr. Reeser first started architectural modeling when
he was a student at the University of Pennsylvania. Ile was associated with architects in Philadelphia who made models of
houses which they planned for
wealthy clients, including the
Vanderbilts, Stolesburys and others.
A skilled model technician with
whom he studied gave him a formula for making substances for
his models that resemble stone,
brick, metal and other construction materials. This formula Mr.
Reeser keeps to himself.
One of the biggest projects he
has undertaken was building a
model of the General Accounting
Office building here. The job was
recently let out for construction.
"Just let them wonder how I
got these realistic models," he
tells folks who plague him for
the know-how.
Mr. Reeser started his government service about 15 years ago.
He made models for postoffice
and other projects that were constructed by the old Public Works
Administration, Bewteen 1939 and
1942, when the FWA was building
government low-cost houses, he
made numerous single, duplex
and unit housing models. More
recently he has made models of
federal courtroom furniture such
as the judge's bench, jury box and
jurors' rooms, which have been
adopted by the FWA as standard
equipment.

his modeling, Mr.
out the color
schemes for Public Health hospitals, courthouses, postoffices, office buildings, airports and other
FWA-constructed buildings.
Currently, he is working out
In addition to
Reeser figures

the color schedule for ths
tional Institute of Health's c
cal Center at nearby
Md. His schedules go to Qui
tractors along with coke
so there will be no mistakia
to she proper color to be
ski
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No, they're not hieroglyphics . . . they're part of the princriptioa yea
doctor gave you the other day.
To you, that abbreviated Latin legend meant nothing, but to surf
pharmacist it said, "Mix the ingredients of this prescription in the km
of an emulsion, and label the bottle 'One teaspoonful three times a do

after meals'."

Your physician often uses Latin in writing prescriptions, and for
two reasons. First, Latin is the universal language of medical scienor,
and a prescription written in any part of the world, by a physician duo
nationality, can be filled by any pharmacist. Second, Latin is a "dta-d''
language, and, therefore, the exact meanings of words are not subjec
to variation from year to year as are words in the modern languages
Many drugs that have similar names, have very different actions
Take, for example, mercurous chloride and mercuric chloride „one i
calomel, a laxative; the other is bichloride of mercury, a violent,puisoo
Then there are phenobarbital and pentobarbital, sodium salicylatcass
sodium silicate, acetanilid and acetone, aconite and aconitinc, arid i
multitude of other drug names equally confusing to you.
They are not confusing to your pharmacist, however. His fare '
with medical, chemical, and pharmaceutical terms is but a pal,
skill as a pharmacist ... a skill dev4oped through years of oilier,
ing and experience in compoundinl prescriptions and renderin,
necessary public health services.—eprintedfrom a copyrighted odor,
published by Poke, Davis & Company, Deirou 32, Michigan.

admirable character; and his personality is delightful, his bearing
straight-forward and sincere
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WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 2026

THERE'S A LETTER IN YOUR BOA

SAT
At The

.... WITH EASTER SEALS FOR YOU
to use on your letters as a bright symbol
of hope for ALL crippled children. Your
Kentucky Society for Crippled Children
sends these seals to you every year and the
proceeds from them help provide treatment,
braces, special schooling, and other seArices
for all types of crippled children.

8 Bulls
70 Females
cows
Cattle from

Judge Freenv

The Kentucky Society for Crippled Children (a voluntary agency over 25 years old)
was the first such organization to help Kentucky's crippled, and through its efforts
brought about legislation in 1924 creating
the Kentucky Crippled Children Commission (the official state supported agency
responsible for medically treating Kentucky's indigent crippled children).
,Since that time the Society and the Corn-. mission have worked hand in hand for the
benefit of crippled children — the Society
annually supplementing Commission funds
to produce a fuller program than state and
federal appropriations afford.

GEOR
...................

PEN

Spearheading new measures to aid the
handicapped, the Society worked for, and
achieved, a Division of Education for Exceptional Children within the State Department of Education (1948 legislature);
opened a Curative Workshop in Louisville,
a new type of facility for treating handicapped, popularized by the Army and proving its worth; is building a 48-bed Convalescent Home near Lexington; and is assisting with many other projects of which Kentuckians can be proud.
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When you send in your contribution of $1 or more for the sheet of
seals you will be actively assisting the

Every
Easter Seat You Buy

Princeton Motor
Sales
Dawson

Washington
Letter Eads

PLED
CHILDREN

SN

program of aid to Kentucky's more than
,12,000 crippled children. So send it
today! Children crippled from arthritis,

Ile/ps a
Crippled
Child 1

81

cerebral palsy, club feet, harelip, t.b.
spine, or any of the many other causes,
8

need the support of Kentucky's
warmhearted people. EASTER SEALS help AIX.

2.

,This Advertisement Is Sponored By

81'i
MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.

SULA AND ELIZA NAIL

PRINCETON CREAMERY

CORNER DRUG STORE

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
MORGAN'S

BODENHAMER'S

$1
42,,x36„C

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
"little Words Most Used
'
AP--The little words
County Agent s areChicago
the big favorites.
Dr. Ernest Horn, profedaor of
education at the University of
Iowa, makes that clear In an arBy It. A. Mabry
ticle written for Childcraft
books. He reports than ten words
:
. turned up most often in an anWhile the sprays suggested her
alysis of 5,000,000 words written
or small home orchards will no by adults.
The words are—I, the,
give the best protection from pea and, to, a, you, of, In,
we and for.
damage, they will help to assure
Only four of the fifty words
crop of acceptable quality that used most frequently have more
is quite superior to the present than one syllable. They are very,
average. Spraying always should letter, about and any.
be supplemented by sanitary
Approximately 1,000 U. S. colmeasures For some pests, good leges and schools
have courses in
sanitation provides effective con- salesmanship.
needed.
are
not
sprays
trol and
Apple Scab disease lives over a wintering place for the worms.
the winter on the fallow leaves. Also, many worms tan be killed
Raking and burning all the leaves by picking and destroying the
in the fall will prevent infection wormy fruits on the trees as well
is the spring. Scab sprays are un- as gathering and destroying those
necessary if this is done thorough- that drop. Since the worms leave
ly. Of course leaves from neg- the fruit soon after It falls, the
lected apple trees in the neigh- drops should be gathered daily.
As blossoms show pink just
borhood must be destroyed also
to make the omission of sacb before they open use the following spray to control apple scab:
sprays safe.
Gathering and destroying all three level tablespoons dry lime
fruits infected with apple fruit sulfur to each gallon of water;
rot and the removal of dead witin three days after 3-4 of the
branches and dead and loose bark petals have fallen, for apple scab
from cankers on the limbs and and codling moth use two level
trunks of trees help to prevent tablespoons lead arsenate, three
level tablespoons hydrated lime,
the spread of disease.
Worm damage to apples can be three level tablespoons dry lime
reduced by removing and burn- sulfur to each gallon of water as
ing loose bark from the trees and a spray, after three weeks repeat
nearby rubbish which serves as with this spray.
— -

By John S. WI drier, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

Column
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Sixth Annual
West Kentucky Aberdeen
Angus Breeders
Association

SALE
SATURDAY, APRIL 16
MADISONVILLE, KY.
At The Co'op Tobacco Warehouse
8 Bulls ... Ready for heavy service
70 Females, including bred heifers, bred cows,
cows with calf by side and open heifers.
Cattle from Kentucky's Best Aberdeen Angus
Herds sell in this event.

SHOW 9 O'CLOCK
Sadie Freeman Keyes, Reverie Knoll Farm, Danville, Ky.

SALE 1 O'CLOCK
Auctioneers Ham James—George Kurt:

For Catalog write or call

GEORGE M. KURTZ Sales Mgr.
Sturgis, Kentucky

PENNEY
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PENNEY'S FAMOUS
NATION WIDE

SHEETS

N
ews From The Past

YOURS DREAM DRESS
FOR EASTER

SPECIALS
for
Friday &Saturday
Women's
BLOUSES

The Western Kentucky Experiment Substation at Princeton reports the following average acreyields of strawberries for the past
seven years:
These long-time records, it is
noted, show Tennessee Beauty to
be morb than doubling the yield
of Aroma, once a popular variety
In Kentucky.
Try a Leader Classified Ad'
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Plus These Short Unita!
COLOR FEATURETTE
MOVIETONE NEWS

SATURDAY, APRIL 9

2 ACTION HITS!
ACT1011 sad DIA= la *a Gado Caanaryt
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GEORGE O'BRIEN • MARJORIE REYNOLDS
UNDERWORLD
CHALLENGE!
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Added Attractions!
BUGS RUNNY COMIC
No. 11 "SUPERMAN"

SUN. & MON., APRIL. 10-11
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ROMANTIC /
ROUNDUP
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FUSSY RAYON, FOR
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$2. 0
We Will Have
SPECIAL PRICE
on
REMNANTS
Every Tuesday
BIG SAVINGS!

starring

MORGAN • CARSON
val DORCrTIIT MALONE • PM EDWARDS
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Added Treats'
COMIC—"DR. BLUEBIRD"
PARAMOUNT NEWS

NI..

TUES. & WED., APR. 12-13

2 GREAT FEATURES!

.

Paul KELLY. Rhonda FLEMING
Atomic Action on Tropical Island!
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"STRANGE JOURNEY"
P.m]
KEI.1.1'

JOHN

DURYEA • PAYNE
JOAN CAULFIELD

And what wonderful cottons,
this year! Plaids, plains, new
embossed designs ...sunbacke
with handy jackete ... at a

and
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8.90
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THUR. & FRI., APR. 14 - 15
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ADVENTURE ... IN THE SOUTH SEAS.

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

COMPLETE IN5URANCE SERVICE _

..

VP

Robert Louis Stevenson's story "Ebb Tide"
In Beautiful Color!

Nevil Galbraith of the Bridgeville community in Robertson
county has found that wheat will
stand back-water and hold the
bottom land better than will rye,
he reported to Farm Agent J. T.
Cochran, Mr. Galbraith found
when the back-water receded that
the wheat acreage was six to
eight inches higher than neighboring barren ground. He plans to
seed wheat in standing corn this
fall, to aid in holding his soil.

The money you put
aside f o r insurance
may be spent wisely
or short-sightedly, depending
upon the
t he knowledge of
your agent. We advise our clients how
to allocate their funds
to assure maximum
protection.

_
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Says Wheat Cover
Crop Outdoes Rye

SPECIAL PRICE

49c

Tennessee Beauty
Is Top Strawberry

DIAL 3091 FOR SHOWTIME

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY

SKIRTS

5"x36" Cases .

Tokyo Al' Occuputitin per
Bonne' and dependents may give
free lessons in oral English in
Japanese'sChools, but must get
military government approval to
address parent-teacher associations or other Japanese educationi
al organizations, the military government has decided.
Payment of any kind for teaching is forbidden, and it is recommended that no gifts be 'acepted,
"even of small value".

WITH AUTOMATIC SPIN-RINSE

WOMEN'S RAYON

2"x36" Cases . . 45c

Teachers Unpaid

EASY SPIN DRIER

A REAL BARGAIN

81" x 99"

A new record was established
during the past trapping season
on Kentucky Woodlands Refuge
by Division of Game and Fish
agents. Up to and including March
23 a total of 203 white-tall deer
had been taken in traps and 186
were released on division mangement properties.
The 186 were placed on Beaver
counties) Three Forks (Metcalfe);
couties); Three Forks (Metcalfe);
Robinson Forest (Perry
and
Breathitt); Kentucky Ridge (Bell)
and Mammoth Cave (Edmonson).
This stock will be protected so
that it may reproduce and help
to restock these sections of the
State.

CABBAGE AND ONIONS
By the time this reaches print
the more venturesome of the
gardeners will have set their earliest cabbage, which it is hoped
was of the Golden Acre variety,
the roundhead quite as early as
Jersey Wakefield but much less
subject to destruction by the
green worm.
However there are many gardens where fine cabbage cannot be
grown because the soil is "cabbage sick" of the Yellows disease.
There, and for mid-summer cabbage, the resistant sort, Wiscon- Teen-Age
Sitters Out
sin All Seasons should be used.
Denver —AP— When a DenThis,, makes good cabbage for late ver
grandmother, Mrs. Louise
summer and for winter storing,
Dunham, decided to operate a
too.
baby-sitting service, she made
It is still time now, however, to
this her first rule: No teen-agers.
discuss the pests that may afflict
"They create too many probcabbage. One is the green worm
FIi VIROPFe—Winston that hatches from the eggs that lems," says the head of Baby
CHURCHILL BAYS ATOMIC 110MB
Sitters, Inc. "Our sitters are all
I. T. ConvocaChurchill gestures wit
n in the hands are even now being laid by the 21 or over and we prefer mothtion audience in Boston t ,; ,
of the United States had stopped communists from over-running "butterflies" bobbing about. The ers, grandmothers, older sisters
Europe and bombing London. Dean Everett M. Baker of Massa- control can be 5 percent DDT or others who
understand chilchusetts Institute of Technology is at right. (AP Wirephoto)
.
dust or 3-4 percent rotenone dust. dren and have
taken care of
Another insect is the cabbage them."
louse that causes the curling (and
Mrs. Dunham began her service
sometimes the destruction) of the two years
ago and now gets
plant leaves. Here again, the about
1,000 calls a month from
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those control is rotenone, but used parents. Her 200 sitters manage
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost promptly the curling starts. To to keep busy. Parents have
to
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- be fully effective, the dust should
pay a $1 per month registration
.-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader strike the lice.
fee to Baby Sitters, Inc., and 60
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re,
As for onions, a common expo ers, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
cents an hour to the sitter.
perience
is
to
have
the
Isabel,
leaves
three
of
his
children,
Larand
arch 22, 1929. Mrs. S. G.
fade
in
color,
and
sometimes
turn
weather becomes hot, and close
kin and daughter, Tillie Edna, of Thelma and son J. B., were guests
brown at their ends. Plants so watch should be kept for the
Eureka, were in the city on busi- of John E. and Mrs. Ida Belle
affected cannot be expected to first sign of damage and then
Pilaut last Sunday,'
ness Friday.
make large onions.
rotenone promptly dusted, partiMarch 29, 192.9. Mr. Tom Ord_ /March 12, 1929. We are glad to
This is the work of the thrip, cularly in the crotches of the
Yeport that Mr. F. G. Wood, who way of Fredonia while in the city an
insect so small that it can be leaves, where these insects tend
has been ill for several days is Frday had, 'his automobile stolen)
seen only in "crowds" scraped off to gather. For safety's sake, at
again able to be at his accustom- by two -Young boys who drove off the top layer
of the leaves. It least one dusting should be given
ed place at the Princeton Cloth- with/the car while Mr. Ordway comes usually
only after the a week after the first.
ing Co. Mrs. Wood, who has re- wass looking at them. They were
cently suffered a severe attack Of,, arrested between Princeton and
Fredonia and lodged in jail. We
tOpSiilitiS is also improving. ,
/March 22, 1929. Mrs. R. B. Rush- never learned their names, but
ing and son, Mr. Tom A. Wishing, they do not live in the county.
March 29, 1929. Miss Georgia
Fredonia, visited re.letives in
Helen Nunn and Miss Irene RanMadisonville last week.
,March 26, 1929,frumsey Taylor, kin spent Tuesday night with
the Ole Muleiside Editor of the Miss Ventrice Mitchell and Miss
Princeton ,LUmber Company, is Maudean Mitchell, Fredonia.
attending the National LumberConvention in session at
men's,,
,
Nse Orleans.
I March 26, 1929. Miss Maytie
tatlett spent the past weekend
pleasantly at Hopkinsville, with
Miss Kathesine Anderson.
The Department of Revenue has
March 26, 1929. Miss Louise announced places and dates for
McCaslin was one of the repre- examination for county tax comsentatives from the local Baptist missioner:
GirlslAuxiliary who attended the
Independence, April 18; MoreState/Assembly at Bethel College, head, April 19; Ashland, April 20;
weekend.
the
Hopkinsville, over
Pikesville, April 21; Middlesboro,
March 26, 1929. Mrs. G. W. April 22; Somerset, April 23; EliTowery, who was quite sick for a zabethtown, April 25; Owensboro,
FREE DEMONSTRATION OF THE AMAZING NEW
day or two last week is able to be April 20; Bowling Green, April
out again, we are glad to report.
28; Louisville, April 29; FrankMarch 26, 1929. Mrs. A. L. St. fOrt, April 29.
Denis, of Muscatine, Iowa, is the
The new law passed by the exguest of Miss Margy Amoss, at traordinary session of the GenHenrietta.
•Bring in shirts, sheets or anything and see this
the Hotel
eral Assembly requires that a
amazing new Easy Spindrier super-rinsing action
March 29, 1929. Allen Brooks candidate for county tax commisrinse clothes whiter, brighter in just three minutes.
Hubbard, who is a student at the sioner must pass an examination
See how it does a week's wash in less than I hour!
University of Kentucky will be given by the Department of Revthe welcome guest of his parents, enue before his or her name can
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Hubbard at be placed on the ballot in primary
their home on South Jefferson or general election. All old certiStreet, through the Easter holi- ficates outstanding from examindays.
ations in prior years were canMarch 29, 1929. Willie W. Pilaut celled by the new law.
Phone 3141
The examinations are required
to be both oral and written this
year. Anyone who took the written examination March .14, will
be required to take the oral only.
The Department of Revenue has
announced that examinations will
be conducted by two members of
the Kentucky Tax Commission
who was commissioner of revenue
and W. J. Moore, of Richmond,
in the Willis administration.
Under H. B. 3, passed by the
special session, the office of County Commission was given substantial pay increase in many
counties.
"No advance arrangements are
necessary. To take the examination, you need only to be at
the place on the date specified,"
Commissioner of Revenue H.
Clyde Reeves, said.
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More Deer Are Moved
From Nearby Refuge
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Fredonia News
M. and Mrs. Gus Wigginton Bunton.
and son, Stephen, Detroit, Mich., Mrs, Carrie Hodges, Princeton,
are visiting his parents, the Rev. and Miss Imogene Wigginton were
and Mrs. Ray Wiggintbn, and Thursday dinner guests of Mrs.
Florence Parr and Miss Dorothy
other relatives.
Mr. James Quertermous, Hop- Parr.
Mesdames Ray Blackburn, Dave
kinsville, spent the weekend with
his mother, Mrs. Joice Querter- Perkins, Ray Wigginton, T. R.
Akridge, Euclid Quertermous and
mous, and family.
Miss Ida Belle Turley, Evans- Jim Blackburn were in Paducah
ville, was the weekend guest of Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James Landes,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
J. E. Hillyard, Mrs. W. M. Young,
Turley.
Mrs. Carrie Hodges, Princeton, Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs. L. W.
spent Wednesday and Thursday Guess and Miss Jane Belt, attendof last week as guest of Miss Imo- ed a New Life Movement" rally
Presbyterian
at the Central
gene Wigginton.
Miss Ada Lee Leeper and Mr. church in Princeton Sunday afSunday ternoon.
Walter Leeper were
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Freeman
guests of their brother, Frank
'Leepet, and Mrs. Leeper, Madi- and children, Marion, were Sunday guests of his mother, Mrs.
sonville.
Mrs. Hattie McMurray and Mr, Dosie Freeman.
Mrs. Ethel Guess, Charles Ray
and Mrs. Ernest Rash, Madisonvine, and Mrs. Tom Young, Guess and Miss Jeanette Talley,
Princeton, were Sunday after- Princeton, were Sunday dinner
noon guests of Mrs. Nellie E. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dock Bak-

Washington—AP — Rep. McSweeney (D.-Ohio) sees a strong
resemblance between the clickityclack cadence made by the wheels
of the Freedom Train as it rolls
throughout America, and the
sound made by the galloping hoofs
of Paul Revere's horse.
"I feel that this train is, in
reality, almost a mechanized Paul
Revere, carrying into every Middlesex village and farm the things
we want the people of our community to see," he told the House
during debate on an appropriation to continue the operation of
the train, which already has visited many American communities.
"We are not sending out copies
but we are sending out the originals of these great documents
(of American history) that fire
the imagination not only of our
own people but of the people of
the world.
"When the New England poet
Emerson said—
'By the rude arch that spanned
the flood,
'Their flag to April's breeze unfurled,
'There once the embattled farmers stood,
'And fired the shot heard 'round
the world'
—I am frank to say that the shot
could not have reverberated very
long unless we have given meaning to that shot. So the great
American, Thomas Jefferson, did
not fire a shot, but he fired the
imagination of the people by giving them the cause for firing that
shot, in the Declaration of Independence, which gave the cause
for our Revolution and gave those
patriotic men the reason for going
out and dying for that cause of
freedom."
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$37.50

[Vs the Sensational Paris Adaptation Success
created by Mary Lane, as advertised in Vogue .

"PARIS TOPPER"
"Viva Is France!" for inspiring Mary Lane to create
his gay finger-tip topper for Spring with its gigantic
"French Tulip Cuffs" and huge square decor buttons.
Everyone agrees that it's the smartest, gayest, prettiest
topper they've seen in a long time . . and you
will too! See its striking yoke back with French "tuck darts."
Finest all wool Sheen . . beautifully satin lined.
klagnolia Pink, Bon Bon Blue, Ricky Green, Flame Red,
Dove Grey, Navy, Beige and Black. Sizes 10 to 20.

Sam Howerton's
FREDONIA, KY.

the

er.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young returned from Owensboro
Monday where _they had visited
their brother, Polk Young, and
Mrs. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McGee and
children, Eddyville, were Sunday
afternoon guests of her sister, Mrs.
Dock Baker, and Mr. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Andrews,
Nashville, Tenn., were guests
Saturday afternoon of Mrs. T. R.
Akridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker attended services at Sugar Grove
Sunday and were guests of her
sister, Mrs. Earl Hurst, and Mr.
Hurst during the day.
T. R. Akridge, Charles Akridge,
Thomas Jones, Bertram Jones, J.
B. Quertermous and
Henry
Phelps attended an all star basketball game in Paducah, Friday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Baker
and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Baker
attended "Teter Day" an annual
celebration in Benton Monday.
Mrs. Arthur Yandell and
daughter, Jane, Marion, visited
her mother, Mrs. Docie Freeman,
several days this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Campbell,
St. Louis, Mo., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz and Miss
Mary Ellen Boaz.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young were
ri Evansville, Ind., Monday.
A good crowd attended the entertainment by the "Kentuckians"
Paducah quartet, at the school
auditorium Friday night, sponsored by the Fredonia Legion
Auxiliary.

•

AS ADVERTISED IN COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE

COMMUNIST BRIDE KEEPS VETERAN IN ENGLAND—John A.
Wollard,, U. S. Navy vetrean, and his bride, the former Mary
Yeates, 30, member of the British Communist party, are shown in
their home in London (April 3). Wolfard, former professor at the
University of Utah, has challenged the U. S. State Department's
right to refuse his bride a visa because she is a communist. He gave
up his job at the university to go to England to marry his bride
last New Year's Eve after the visa was refused, and says he will
not return to the U, S. without her.(AP Wirephoto by •-adio front
London)

_

Baronet Sparks
"See Britain" Drive

Fishing Permitted
11 Months A Year
In This State

London—AP--A British baronet who has spent years in the
United States has been given the
job of luring dollar-spending
American travelers to this dollarshort country.
The British Travel Association
named Sir Harold Boulton, 56, to
be chief representative of the
"Come to Britain" organization in
North America.
Until recently he was special U.
S. representative of a Canadian
hotel and resort group. He worked for the American Creosoting
Co. of Louisville and the Barrett
Manufacturing Co. of New York
before and during the World War
I. In 1918 he married Louise McGowan of Indianapolis.
Britain expects to earn more
than $80 million this year from
130,000 visitors from the United
States and 20,000 from Canada.

Kentucky fishermen will have
a full 12 months of fishing this
year, Earl Wallace, Director of
the Division of Game and Fish,
reminded sportsmen. Previously
in the month of May it has been
illegal to fish in navigable
streams.
Last year, however, acting under new powers granted by the
1948 Legislature, the Director and
the Game and Fish Commission
agreed to permit fishing throughout the month of May in all waters. A sixty-day period is required before these rulings by the
Commission and the Director beccme effective, and, although they
voted to allow fishing in May last
year, much of the month had
passed before their action beAccording to men in the field,
came legal.
more salesmen earn $10,000 or
Previously fish were protected more a year than do members
of
in the month of May to safeguard any other
profession.
them during the spawning period, it was pointed out. InvestiToday's automobiles have begations by the Division have re- tween 24
and 30 light bulbs.
vealed that fish may spawn in
any one of several months de- irig jaunts. The publication will
pending on weather conditions. name the principal fishing streams
For instance, it was pointed out, and lakes in the state and give
most of the spawning may be facilities available at these spots,
over before May in an extremely the types of bait best suited and
warm spring, while in colder per- the species of fish available. Also,
iods spawning may not get under Clark stated, the booklet will
way until lee in May and June. point out that fishing in KenIf was found also that fishing tucky is getting better from year
disturbs fish very little at spawn- to year and that the three princiing time. So now, the fishermen pal lakes, Herrington, Dale Holmay legally fish in any month of low and Kentucky, are to be
the ,year.
augmented within a few months
"Fish Bite Every Day in Ken- by two more huge impoundments,
tucky", is the title of a new book- the Wolfe Creek Dam and the
let issued by the Division of Game Dewey Dam near Prestonsburg.
and Fish on Kentucky streams The booklet reminds fishermen
and lakes, Minor Clark, Superin- that Kentucky has more miles of
tendent of the Fisheries Depart- running water than any other
ment, has announced.
state and that many of these
The booklet is primarily for streams offer excellent fishing.
out-of-state fishermei., Clark exOn the scene pictures will be
plained, and is expected to stimu- used to illustrate the publication.
late fishermen from other states It is to consist of 36 pages and
to come to Kentucky on their fish- will be printed in two colors.

SPRING NEEDS

aeffete4te

for Spring -,441%,

FOR SALE!
About 4 mi. N. of Crider, Ky. Nice dwell.
ing, outhouses and barn. You could not replace
building for price asked for farm.
Has gravel, all weather road.

True Temper
Turnagrip

MR. AND MRS. J. D. BURGESS

of

DOT'S DRIVE IN
and
Invite Their Many Friends and Customers
To Visit Them For The Finest

BAR-B-Q AND OTHER DELICIOUS FOODS
DRIVE IN TODAY!

or Tel

...

EVERYONE LOVES FLOWERS
ESPECIALLY AT EASTERTIME
The best quality obtainable plus the technique and arrangement,
that only years of experience can develop is what we offer .Flowers
are plentiful but an early order will help us serve you better.
Easter Lilly, Hydrangeas, Mixed Boxes . . . Mast any oth, •
kind you want .*. . Come and see them or call.

CUT FLOWERS:
Roses, carnations, glads, snapdragon, and all the rest.
Easter Pack or arranged in containers.
Rose, Carnation, Combination Gardenia and Orchids.
Those pretty, flexible, feather-weight Corsages arranged
every hue of spring . . . Send her one!

if

Alton H. Templeton
FLORIST
2556 by Day
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That They Are Now Back In Charge

$8.95
Princeton Shoe Company

2
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CO.
HARDWARE
aneorporaw•di
Tenth and Virginia St.
liopkinsville, Kentucky

Phone 332

HOLINESS
A special
yicas each d
ureic-es each
April 7-9 in

Dial 2620

Princeton, Ky.

2656 h y N

New Numbers For The Same Fine f ;owers

For Complete Hardware Service
11111.10Al CMAILITIII UNUSUAL VALUES!

H G

John E.Young Ins.Agency

Paper the walls above your tile
in the bathroom with some bright
green and white striped wallpaper. This is particularly pretty
when coral or shell-pink plaster
draperies and matching shower
curtains are used.

RODS
Bristol

FIRST Cl!'
church
Hour of
Choir,
bi

DON'T MISS THIS ONE

Heddon Pal Reels
Pflueger
Ocean City
Shakespeare
Sheldon

Heddon Pal
Shakespeare

herwx,
R,turdw,Y.
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Saturday
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FISHING TACKLE
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11 50
1.45 P.rr

Seed Potatoes
Onion Sets
Garden Plows

Garden Seed
Cabbage Plants
Garden Forks

soda):

cRsT BA

CORSAGES:

Hedge Shears
Grass Shears
Pruning Shears
Lawn Rakes
Lawn Grass
Sprinkling Hose
Velvet Green Lawn Fertilizer

cosi.'
erN it
Old Ma'
F.

morn:ng

128 ACRES

••r•-..16113{.

Keen Kutter
Dalglish

urscki
Al the

1;00 DO'
youth P l
7:30 F‘'

Color In The Bathroom

LAWN MOWERS

they're ColorfulNews

op#s

Lexington, Ky.,—The first Negro student in history of the University of Kentucky plans to enrol
for the summer term.
Lyman T. Johnson, Louisville
Negro school teacher who was
told by Federal Judge H. Church
Ford here Thursday that doors to
the university's graduate school
were open to him, said he hoped
to get into summer classes and
work towards his Ph. D.
If legal developments do not
block his entry, Johnson will become the first member of his race
to receive instructions in a white
university below the MasonDixon Line.
The question has arisen whether
the university would lodge him
in a men's domitory. Dean Maurice Seay said he didn't know yet,
and wouldn't know until a decision is reached on an appeal of
Judge Ford's ruling.
Seay said two other Negro students have applications for graduate study pending. Both are being taught now under an agreement whereby the university provides instructors for Kentucky
State College at Frankfort, the
lone state institution of high,
learning for Negroes,

IN POTS:

Blue Grass

so different!

vacy, yet will not give a closed
in feeling as they can be fold,
A four-section screen can be
up and put In a corner wi „
used In the bedroom to divide the
use.
in
room for sleeping and dressing.
priTry
afford
will
a Leader elassiti,,i Ad!
screens
These

Screen Lends Privacy

Negro Expects
To Enrol At U. K.

Freedom Train Is
Like Paul Revere

Charles Dickens visited
United States in 1842.
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etteel. Rev.
Cunningham is pastor.

Barkley Cites
Senate Rules

ENTECOSTAL HOLDITAH
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, ministet
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
• itam E. Cunningham, pastor
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
inclay School 9:45 a.m.
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
I,o-ning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Service, 7 pm,
toung People's Service 6:00
.m.
Evangelistic, Service '1:30 p.m.
prayer
Wednesday evening
rvice 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, EvangelL•tic service
00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.

BARBER MEMORIAL
CUMBERLANDPRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Midweek Worship, Wednesday, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, R
Om.

RST CHRISTIAN
Church School, 9:45 o'clock.
Hour of Worship, Special Music
y Choir, 11 o'clock.
CYF, 6 o'clock.

CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Preaching services will be held
at 11 o'clock Sunday morning,
April 3.

OGDEN METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brirson, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
•
BANON BAPTIST
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
Services held every second o'clock
aturday night at 7:30 o'clock
Sunday morning at 11 CEDAR BLUFF
clock.
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at 11 o'clock Sunday
morning, April 10.
OLINESS
special conference with serAbout 41 million cars, trucks
,, each day and evangelistic
,:vices each night will be held and buses are being used in the
pril 7-9 in the Holiness Church nation today.

Washington Al' Vice Pi esden Barkley, who presides over
the Senate, has given the senators
air warning he intends to enforce
the rules of debate.
He said that heretofore some of
the rules have been violated by
tinanimous consent, because the
issue seemed trivial, or because
some senators were reluctant to
make a point of order against
mother senator who may be violating rules,
So, Barkley said, it appeared to
be up to the vice president to enforce the rules.
He warned the senators that
when they have the floor for a
speech they are not compelled to
yield to another senator.
"During debate on s motion (to
take up a bill or resolution) x x x
or matter which may be pending,

IRST BAPTIST
R. G. M. }haler. Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:56 a.m. Morning Service
II:45 p.m. Training Union.

FARM FOR SALE!
Ideal Crop or Stock Farm
200-acre tract, 1-2 in cultivation and 1-2 in
timber; 2 tobacco barns, 28x40, large stock barn
with crib and granary; spring creek runs through
center of farm; both burley and dark tobacco
base; electricity; convenient to mail delivery,
school bus and churches.

Located 2 mi. S. of Confederate, in Lyon coun

Contact C. E. Johnston
or

Telephone Princeton, 3569, 2765 or 3252.
Reason for selling Is on account of HI health.

WHERE PACT WAS SIGNED—Foreign Ministers of 12 nations
met in the government Departmental Auditorium (above) to sign
the Atlantic securities pact Monday (April 4). The main entrance
to the auditorium is on Constitution Avenue. (AP Wirephoto)

Hucksters Of Culture
By Horace B. Ward
Louisville — "Hucksters of Culture." That's what Librarian
Clarence R. Graham calls himself and his aides at the 11 centers of the Louisville Free Public
Library. He says it's about time
his profession did something to
"sell" learning to the masses.
So the job of Louisville librarians doesn't end with passing out
books over counters. Phonograph
records, motion pitcures, radio
and television are just as much
parts of the library system as its
books. So are music-appreciation
concert-lectures, book discussion
forums and Louisville's famous
"neighborhood colleges" and radio correspondence courses.
By these means and others,
thousands of men, women and
children who never owned a library card--as well as those who
do—are getting acquainted, with
good books and fine music, and
are taking an interest in current
problems.
The television receivers in the
11 libraries here are the result of
Graham's resolve to "make Louis.
ville the first city in Op United
States where a person doesn't
have to go to a bar to see television."
And those sets really are used.
Library records show that about
1,000 spectators — children and
suits of all ages—see television
programs at library centers every night there is a local telecast. CM a Saturday night when
the University of Kentucky played Notre Dame in basketball
here and fans were turned away
from the crowded Armory, the
library auditoriums were crowded.
Incidentally, the programs have
created a new occupation in
Louisville—the "television sitter." Rather than ask tired librarians to stay overtime till the end
of a late telecast, the libraries
employ young men students from
the University of Louisville.
These "sitters" stay till the end of
the program and lock up.
Lovers of music have at their
disposal a complete set of the new
long-playing records recently put
on the market. Some 500 titles
now are available at the main
building, arid .Graham has a
standing order with this producer
for every additional record as it
is issued. Any holder of a library
card may take out any four records for four days.
And in Louisville your card also
will let you borrow from a libra-

ry of nearly 300 motion picture
films.
One of the Louisville library's
earliest non-reading enterprises
has been its public address system. All branch libraries, the
University of Louisville and two
high schools are connected with
the main library by telephone
wires.
From studios in the main building, speeches—live or recorded—
music, dramatizations and discussions can be heard simultaneously in the auditoriums of the
11 libraries, at the university and
the high schools.
On February 3, the Louisville
library obtained a license from
the Federal Communications
Commission for the first frequency-modulation b..oadcasting station ever authorized for a public
library. Broadcasts will be educational and cultoral.
The library has undertaken this
year, through a contract with the
Louisville Philharmonic Society,
to provide a series of weekly concert-lectures called "Introduction to Music."
"The use of all these modern
techinical delevopments does not
mean we are neglecting books."
Graham says. "In fact, we've
found that the more films we
lend, the more records we put out
and the more television shows we
conduct, the more books go out.
Indeed, every time we add a new
gadget, our book circulation goes
up."

the rules of the Senate provide
that a senator can yield to another senator only for a question,"
the vice president explained.
"He is not required to yield for
any purpose. He may yield only
for the purpose of permitting another senator to ask him a question.
"If he yields lot any other purpose and running debate ensues,
which frequently happens, more
or less by unanimous consent, arid
hit violation of the rules, he may
be taken from the floor by reason of the violation of the rules."
A long discussion followed.
Some senatod weren't quite sure
they understood the rule. They
were afraid they would be "taken
from the floor" by violating a rule
without knowing they were violating it.
The vice president suggested
they might protect themselves by
asking the unanimous consent of
the other senators to permit another senator to interrupt them
while they were talking.

Advice To Lovelorn
Stockholm—AP--The Reverend
Erik Arbin, Stockholm, had a
piece of ftiendly advice fur young
couples wanting to get married
quick. He told them the story
of a marriage ceremony which
was prolonged for several minutes because the bashful bride refused to say "yes". The sweating
Clergyman finally coaxed her into
it but afterwards asked why she
had been so reticent.
"You shouldn't be too anxious,"
said the bride.
The limestone caves of Southern Africa are considered the
birthplace of the human race.
Senator Hayden had the floor at
this point. With the vice president's warning still fresh in his
mind, he opened his speech this
way:
"Mr. President, I now grant
myself unanimous consent to proceed."

Naturally At

Fashions For A
Lovely Easter
This season our choke of Suits, Coats and Dresses
are Divine. .. Soft, Feminine Styles exquisitely detailed and fashioned of wonderful fabrics in heavenly colors.

IS IT YOUR TURN TO DO
"SOMETHING SPECIAL"?

I BLOCk IIORTI4 OS BUTLER WIWI
PHONE I03J • 103W •

We have RED GOOSE
SHOES in smart, neat

•
•
•
•
lb
•
•

fashions! Let our expert
fitters be your guide to

FOR SALE!

proper size and style
selection.

5 room house with bath; 20 acres, nice outbuildings, 1/2 mile from city limits.

•
•
•
•

We have a complete line of accessories to
match every costume.

J. Guaranteed b;441
Good Housekeeping

One 165 acre tract between Fredonia and Creswell on gravel road, 4-room dwelling, 2 barns,
80 acres' cleared balance in young timber. A
bargain at $3,750.00. Possession at once.

HATS
GLOVES
PURSES
COSTUME JEWELRY

RED
GOOSE
HOES

HOSE

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate Agency
117 W. MAIN ST.

PHONE 2,441

Princeton, Ky.

LINGERIE

Vic, INCREASES IFOR LESS
FOUR-LEAP Powdered Rock Phosphate Increase.
farm profit by !screaming Seib yield
stud quality of
OUR 1ml crops and pastates
—at low cost. LsPHOS HATE vestigatel
PIM p•yult•oto 0.410 •• Ns el/0

Write To

Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn, Odes," M.
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Thursday, April?, 1949
called on Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Thompson and boys Thursday.
Herman Thompson, Louisville,
Ity Mrs. J. T. Wynn
Rev. and Mrs. Ray=d Stov- spent Tuesday night with relaall, Fredonia, called on Mrs. Stov- tives here.
Miss Luella Glass spent Tuesall's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
day night with Miss Kathryn
Prince, Tuesday.

lamasco News

Mrs. Dales Thompson called on
Mrs. Eugene Thompson Monday.
Mrs. George Byrd and daughter, Judy, Mrs. Bill Oliver and
daughter, Lynda, Mrs. J. T. Wynn
and children, David and Brenda,
called on Mrs. J. C. Fox' and
children Monday night.
Mrs. Geneva Gray and daughters, Jane and athryn, and Luetta Glass called on Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Gresham and Mr. and Mrs.
Glycon Gresham and little daughter, Sue, Tuesday night.
Mrs. Dale Cummins and children spent Thursday night with
Mrs. Betty Garett.
Mrs. W. M. Prince and little
granddaughter, Ginger Cummins,

Gray.
Mrs. Geneva Gray and daughters, Jane and Kathryn, Harold
Gene Kilgore, Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Thompson and children were
dinner gues:s of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Banister in honor of the
second birthday of their little
daughter, Nancy.
Mrs. Betty Barett spent Wednesday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs, J. T. Wynn and
children, David and Brenda, visited Mr. and Mrs. Hular Wynn and
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wynn and
children, Friendship, Thursday.
Mrs. Haydon Hall, Mrs. Glycon
Gresham and daughter, Sue, spent

Join The Easter Parade!

Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Duron Martin.
Mrs. James Lambert and daughter and Miss Nell Junes spent
Saturday night with Mrs. J. S.
Oliver.
Rev. Z. Cannon, Kuttawa, and
Mr. and Mrs. Duran Martin spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Martin.
Ray Banister and J. C. Gresham
called on W. M. Prince Sunday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Glycon Gresham
add daughter, Sue, and Mr. and
Mrs. J, C. Gresham spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs, Pepkin Glass
and family.
Little Charlotte Cotton is ill at
this writing..
Miss Nell Jones returned home
Thursday afternoon after spending several days with Mrs. Virgie Garett, near Princeton.
C. L, Thompson spent Sunday
as guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Merrick and daughter, Priscilla
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Dunning and
children, Evansville, Ind., spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Garett, Jo and Anna Dunning.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Cummins,
Jr., Lexington, visited Mrs. Dale
Cummins and family Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs. Raymond Wimberly and
Nell Jones spent Sunday with
Mrs. James Lambert and family.
Miss Janice Thompson spent
Sunday night with Miss Kath'ryn
Gray.
Mrs. H. E.,Thompson has been
ill this week but is better.
Mrs. Geneva Gray and Mrs.
Eugene Thompson spent Sunday
afternoon with Mrs. H. H. Thomson.
Miss Betty Sue Mayhugh, Paducah, spent Sunday and Sunday
night with her mother and brothers.
Mrs. Roy Wynn spent Saturday
night and Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Banister.
Mr. and Mrs. James Biggs and
family, Paducah, spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Martin.
Mrs. Wayne Faughn visited Mrs.
Annie Johnson one evening last
week.
Mrs. Dalas Thompson spent
Monday with Mrs. Kate Gray.
Mrs. Eugene Thompson and
Mrs. J. C. Thompson spent Saturday afternoon with Mrs. Clarence Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Johnson
WE'LL TAKE OURS STRAIGHT,

POPS,STRAIGHT FROM A
PRINCETON CREAMERY
MILS( BOTTLE, KI
THAT IS.

"Paper Dolls" to call your own.
Dons Dodson takes scissors
and snip...snip ...there are
scallops on the pockets, cutouts at the neck. Rayon denier
crepe in an exclusive print
design.
9 to 17
Other Styles and
just as attractive.

Colors .

03zigeztott.
CREAMERY,.

N

Elizabeth Sculptured
With Favorite Horse

'rests Sho
of Grass

ElizaLondon—AP—Prin,
beth and "Tommy"--one of her
favorite horses—have been sculptured in u gilded silver statuette.
Queen Elizabeth had It done for
her personal collection of portraits of her heiress--apparent
daughter.
Doris Lindner, a sculptress noted for her models of horses,
caught Elizabeth's likeness at
sittings in Buckingham Palace.
Later she worked frequently at
the royal stables to catch Tommy's characteristics.
The equestrian statuette shows
Elizabeth side saddle on Tommy,
as she appeared as colonel of the
Grenadier Guards at the king's
birthday parade last June.
Tulsa, Okla.—The latest addition to the huge Mid-Continent
refinery, a catalytic cracking unit,
shown above. This "cat cracker,"
ifs the unit is known in the industry, produces the new D-X
Lubricating Motor Fuel with
higher anti-knock properties in
quantities of 630,000 gallons a
day.
Officials of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation described
the catalytic cracking process of
producing gasoline as one of the
miracles of modern petroleum
chemistery.
"Let's start with the crude oil,"
one official said when asked to
explain the manufacture of gasoline. "Crude oil consists of a complex mixture of molecules that
contain hydrogen-carbon link s.
These carbons are linked together
like a chaff'. Some of the chains
are long and some are short.
"The first gasoline," he explained, "was made by separating
the chains containing six to eight
links from the longer and shorter
chain molecules in the crude petroleum. At that time, the longer
chain molecules had no ready
market.
"When the automobile became a
common vehicle, the demand for
gasoline skyrocketed, and petroleum chemists began to look for a
way to make gasoline from the
long-chain molecules which were
not then being used. They found
that by breaking the longer chains
into the six to eight-link molecules, they could accomplish this.
Heat and pressure were used in
this first process and the process
itself became known as 'thermal
cracking.'
"When aviation requirements

demanded a gasoline with even
higherer anti-knock quality and
increased power, the se-irch for a
better manufacturing process began again.
"Chemists discovered that when
the 'cracking' process of breaking
long-chain molecules was done in
the presence of a catalyst, a finer
gasoline resulted. This cracking
process is known as 'catalytic
cracking'."
The complex towers shown
above consist chiefly of two huge
vessels, a reactor and a regenerator. A fine clay-like powder is
placed in the reactor and oil vapors are heated in its presence. The
inside is like a dust storm, for
several hundred tons of this fine
powder are held in suspension by
the velocity of the hot oll vapor
that is fed in at the bottom of the
reactor. During this part of the
process, each of the tiny particles
become covered with coke as the
"cracking" takes place.
They are drawn into the regenerator where the coke is burned
off, and returned to the reactor.
The catalytic cracking process
and the resulting gasoline with
increased power and higher antiknock qualities were described to
D-X dealers by Mid-Continent officials at a series of kick-off dinner meetings held in 28 cities
throughout the middle west.
One of the D-X dealers meetings was attended by dealers from
Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois to
hear top Mid-Continent sales executives outline the 1949 springsummer advertising and sales protion campaign that will introduce two new products, D-X
Motor Oil with Extrinol and the
new D-X Lubricating Motor Fuel.

mick, Trigg county.
Shell White and Earnest ChildBy Friendship School Children ress are enjoying working with
Mrs. Madie Owens, one of the their new tractor.
Friendship teachers, is ill of
The community is very sorry
mumps. Mrs. Lena Taylor, Clax- Mrs. W. M. Cartwright has moved
ton, is filling her place.
to Louisville, but we hope she
Several school children have likes her new home.
mumps or strep throat.
Betty Jean and Joyce Fay McMary Barbara P'Pool spent the
Cormick spent Thursday night
night with Sue White.
with Sue White.
Betty Jean and Joyce McCorMrs. Robie White recently visitmick spent Wednesday night with
ed her daughter, Mrs. Margaret
Nina and Nancy Adams.
Parr, Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Shellie White and
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Denham and
daughters, Sue and Jeanette,
children spent Sunday with Mrs.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Maud Holloman.
Howard Harkins, Greenville.
Betty Lou Porter was ill last
Mr. and Mrs. John McCormick
weekend.
spent Sunday with Fred McCorMrs. Carl Rogers has been ill
called on Mr. and Mrs. Junior but is better.
Brennen and family Sunday night.
Elmira, N. Y., was named for
Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Stovall and Mrs. Dale Cummins and the daughter of an early settler,
children were dinner guests of whose name is supposed to have
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prince last echbed through the valley when
her mother called her.
Monday.

Friendship News

Clean That Paint Brush
-Jou can't expect to do a good

Operimen
icenttic4
sity
._-----

tool

HOSPITAL PLAN
Meet those hospital bills the
easy way—be protected
JOIN NOW, THIS MONTH!
$oto your Farm Bureau Agent
PORTER M. SELL

job of painting unless you keep
paint brushes clean.
Forty percent of the industrial
life insurance purchased in 1947
was on the lives of women.

WM. L. SIZEMORE
Agents

mail the application appearing
in FARM BUREAU NEWS

The wall paint MADE WITH OIL!

Apply with the
BPS FLATLUX Brush

Covers Wallpaper
Paint or Plaster in
One Coat.
Easier to put on...
it's made with OIL...
not a water-thinned
copting.

See the Matching 3
Flatlux is Identically
Matched in Color with
SATIN-LUX and GLOS LUX
'Ask for Folder

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
W. Court Square

Phone 2585

FOR MEN OR LADIES
Remember Major-Dray Has All These Major Lines of Cosmetic

LADIES' COSMETICS

MEN'S COSMETICS

TWEED

OLD SPICE "Shulton"

ELIZABETH ARDEN

YARDLEY

LUCIEN LeLONG

LENTHERIC

DOROTHY GRAY
HELENA RUBENSTEIN

BERGAMOT
TAWN

REVLON
CARGO

LENTHERIC
YARDLEY

COLONIAL CLUB

ROGER AND GALLET

ROGER AND GALLETT
SPRUCE

Beautiful Boxes of Belle Camp, Whitman's and Schrafft's in various
assortments . . .
Choose yours at the Corner Drug Store where you will find a
wide selection!

as seen in MADEMOISELLE
Dress up ... in low heeled comfort.

See Our Line Of Fine Candies. . .
RUSSELL STOVER
BRACH
BELLE CAMP
WHITMAN'S
JOHNSTON'S
KING'S

Your smooth leather baby dolls ore so
' new•style ... and in Sun Copper!
Grossni Red! Block! Turf • icinl

Phone 63

"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"
Ninth & Virginia Sts

ior feeding value of alfalfa end
bluegrass When made into silagt..
Made into silage, first-cutting
alfalfa, even though weedy and
steamy, was equal in feeding
Feeding testa at the Agricul- value te choice third-cutting alfalfa hay for wintering ewes. No
tural Experiment Station, Universuper- "dishrag" lambs were noted, such
sity of Kentucky, indicate
as are usually produced when
large amounts of corn silage are
fed to pregnant ewes.
Alfalfa silage fed as the only
roughage to steers fattened in
drylot proved to have a value 12
to 15 percent higher than alfalfa
hay produced in the same field.
O GOOD QUALITY
With grass silage as the only
roughage fed, pregnant ewes ate
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
as much as 11 pounds an ewe a
day over a five-month period.
0600D VALUE
Yearling steers fattened in dryO IN GOOD TASTE

ests Show Value
Of Grass Silages

"Stablising the Rural Conununity in An Unsettled World" will be
the theme of the 12th Annual
Rural Leadership Institute at the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Ken
tucky, May 3-5.
Lecturers and discussion leaders will include members of faculties of the University of Kentucky and seminaries and colleges
of the state, nationally known
out-of-state church leaders, and
prominent town and country pastors and other rural leaders.
Pastors, educators, extension
workers, social workers, rural
leaders and others interested in
rural development will attend the
meeting.

College Radio Schedule
Speakers and their subjects
from the College of Agriculture
Contact
and Home Economics, University
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky. of Kentucky, to be heard at 12:45
daily over radio station WHAS
are: April 11, "Poultry Pasture—
A Money Maker"; April 12, Dr.
Ross Brown, "Swine Erysipelas
A Million Dollar Problem"; April
13, Bruce Poundstone, "Pointers
From the Feed and Fertilizer Department"; April 14, W. W. Magill, "Fruit Outlook," and April
15, Robert H. Ford, "Questions
From Farm People." At 11:50
April 18, Miss Frances Stallard
will discuss, "Planning Your
Day."

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

lot ate 25 to 30 pounds of grass
silage a day a head, if given no
other roughage.
A three-ton-an-acre cutting of
bluegrass taken off about the
middle of May from good land had
as much feeding value as is found
in 33 bushels of yellow corn.
The best bluegrass silage is
superior in feeding value to either corn silage, alfalfa silage or
fescue silage.

the
U X Brush

tching 3
dentically
Color with
GLOS-WX
Folder
... both
4th for it either way.
trade-markt mean the tame thing.

"Not More, But Better Merchandise"

11,)TTLED UNDER AIITHOPTY Of DM COCA.COLA COMPANY SY
HOPKiNSVILLIF COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

exclusively yours

New DI Motor Oil Contains EXTRINOL*
To Give You EXTRA Protection
Again, D-X leads tht. ways Pioneering
with the development of a sensationally
new and better motor oil — D-X with
Extrinol*. This great new oil meets the
challenge of present-day driving condi-

new engine designs, higher hightions
WI,' speeds and more stop-and-go. city )
driuing. It stands up longer! It is a
tougher motor oil-'-safer! And it costs less
to use! To get this rompfrte lubrication
protection, change to the oil with the
"extra" now. Change to D-X with Extrinol.

Plain icing: To one cup of sift.
tops with one egg beaten with
sugar, add four
As a special treat for the fami- two tablespoons cold water. With ed confectioners
milk or water
warm
of
teaspoons
top
the
on
a
cut
cross
scissors,
ly during the Lenten season, make
thick paste. Add
hot cross buns. Mrs. Pearl Haak, of each bun. Bake in hot oven, to make a fairly
food specialist at the College of 425 degrees, about 20 minutes. 1/4 teaspoon vanilla.
Agriculture and Home Economics, While hot, fill cross with plain
University of Kentucky, suggests
this recipe.
HOT CROSS BUNS
1 cake yeast
2 tablespoons sugar
2 cups milk, scalded and cobled
2 cups Sifted flour
/
71
2 cup shortening
1
/
2/3 cup milk
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 eggs well-beaten
2 cup raisins or currants
1
/
Dissolve yeast and half the suThe Kentucky Renderinii Works will pick
gar in lukewarm milk. Add half
the flour to make ,. a sponge. Beat
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
until smooth, cover and let rise
in warm place until light, about
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
one hour. Cream shortening and
and
salt
add
sugar,
of
remainder
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
mix with sponge. Add beaten
eggs and raisins, which have been
We pay all phone charges.
floured, and the remaining flour.
Turn on floured board and knead
lightly. Place in greased bowl,
cover and let rise again until
doubled in bulk, about two hours.
Shape into medium-sized round
buns; place in well-greased shallow pans. Cover and let rise again
until light, about one hour. Brush
Recipe Of The Week

Rural Community Is
Them* Of Institute

SHE'S JUST BEING FRIENDLY-1-Georges H. Westbeau plays with
his pet lioness, Tyke. The sheriff's office has ordered Westbeau
to keep the 260-pound an:rnal penned or tied. Seems she makes
some folks nervous. Tyke and Westbeau live on a ranch near
Auburn, Wash. (AP Wirephoto)

measure himself against, Finally,
By David Taylor Marke
If you are a doting mother or and above all, says Neill, show
father, beware lest you find a him that he is loved and wanted,
spoiled child on your hands, but do not always side with him.
In essence, says Neill, the
warns A. S. Neill, famous British
educator and director of the spoiled child, using the word
Summerhill School in England. spoiled in any sense we like, is
Mr. Neill, who just has written the product of a spoiled society
"The Problem Family", (publish- in which clinging to life takes
ed by the Hermitage Press), says: the place of loving life.
The spoiled child is a nuisance
to itself and to society. In later Bill Would Let U. K.
life he has even a worse time
State Park
than has the too-disciplined son: Use Nearby
Washington —AP— A move to
he is the "me too" type; he grows
of Kentucup into a man who gets many a enable the University
ky of Kentucky to establish a
too.
life
kick in
4-H Club camp has
How he get that way? Often permanent
the legislative stage.
the spoiled brat is an only child, reached
Sen. Chapman (D-Ky.) introsays Neill. Having no one to
a bill to permit the State
measure himself against, he na- duced
the 450-acre Dawson
turally identifies himself with to use
Park property for
his parents, and wants to do what Springs State
they do. Considering him a the camp.
Federal legislation is required,
world's wonder his doting partold reporters, because the land
he
preapparent
ents encourage his
to the State in 1935 by
cociousness, fearing that they may was ceded
the Veterans Administration, with
lose his love if they thwart.
that it would revert to
The unhappy mother is another a provision
the event its
who is in danger of having a the government in
as a park was discontinued.
spoiled son. He gets too much or use
a 15the wrong type of love, says Neill. The property, including
is in Hopkins county.
Underneath, such a child hates his acre lake,
mother and plies her with questions and demands designed to
annoy her.
The spoiled child usually gets
too much money to spend, says
Neill. Under the circumstances
he never values anything. Often
too the spoiled child is Dad's
second chance in life. He will say:
"I have made little of life because so many people thwarted
me, but my son will have every
chance to succeed where I failed."
A sad case is that of the
spoiled child whose mother does
not want him to grow up. Motherhood is a job, but it is not a
lifetime job, says Neill, and Mother should realize that when the
family leaves the nest mother's
job is finished.
How can we, as parents and
teachers, prevent a child from becoming spoiled? First, says Neill,
a good teacher or parent must
have the gift of being objective;
he most keep his own complexes
out of the relationship with children. Second, once a child leaves
the "nest", Mother should have a
trade or profession of her own
that she can take up again. The
nest from which the fledgings
have flown is a lonely one and
she should have some interest in
life to fall back on. Third, send
'gout-child to a school or commun,
sty where he can meet. children
of his own age to play with, to

this sight greets you in
WHEN
your rear-view mirror—mis-

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION
..:1;'
etriesnits f•P°°7.

you may have TERMITES

CHANGE TO D-X MOTOR OIL WITH

EXTRINOL
AT YOUR NEAREST D-X STATION

TERM INIX

ter, better give over!
Overtaking you is just about the
ablest performer on the road today
—and wise drivers long ago learned
the only thing to do With ROADMASTER is give it road MOM and a
salute as it passes.
Reason is — ROADMASTER is something excitingly new in fine cars.

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
HAVE BEEN CHANGED
All Princeton telephone numbers were changed
when the service went dial. Therefore the old directory is completely useless and should be disposed of.
Be sure to refer to the NEW directory before
calling, for all numbers are NEW
If you haven't received your new directory,
please call the Business Office so that a copy can
be sent to you.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Whirs sldswroll tiros. ot Illuefored. ovolloble or eon) cod.

Big, yes —stretches a gorgeous
eighteen feet, with all that such
size means in comfort and inside
stretch-out space.

As a matter of fact, action's even
invited by the price tag. By the
pound, by the inch, by any yardstick you want to lay against it, it's
the buy of the fine-car field.

But part and parcel of every one of
its 4,400-odd pounds is the fastest
footork on the highway. Action
is the key of every part, from its
150-hp Fireball power plant to the
swift, silken, unbroken surge you
get from Dynaflow Drive.

For proof, just gather a few delivered prices on other cars and
bring them around.We'll show you
so much more for your dollar you'll
waste no time getting an order in.

11111.111i alone ham all theme features*
$ia smooth DYNAFLOW DRIVE' • FULL-VIEW VISION from nniorgewl gloss
orlon • SWING-RASY DOORS onci •asy acct... • "LIVING SPACE"
INTERIORS ',nth Deop-Crodles cushions • Buoyant riding QUADRUFLEX
COIL SPRINGING • Lowly FIREBALL STRAIGHT-EIGHT POWER weth SIM
SETTING VALVE LIFTERS pin. NI-POISED ENGINE MOUNTINGS • Cron*,

IS
WHAT EXTRINOL"comples

Exarinol is the name of the
into
chemicals which now are blended
Motor Oil. Extrinol mikes 1D-X—
bestbifh
long famous as a sop quality, ml—even
resisting, paraffin base mow(
safer, tougher, longer-lasting. Extrinol
helps keep your motor clean . . . proand
tects bearings from rusting, pittinggives
and fights sludge . . .
wear .
you eitIll pmtetvion—sh no tin* alai
NuNtANDS Of CASOIM411

.a4 me 13-X
GREATEST EXTRAS IN MOTORING
TWO
COMBINE THE
Extrinol a 13-X Moto- Oil
WINDOM Of MOTO, OILS

41-t

11)(TRA of
Lnlvelestlon In Da Mum Pull
74."VITRA' of Llpper-Cyllnder

CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE
LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMFS D. MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2018

Lino VENTIPORTS • LOW prottsure forst on SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • DUREX
IlLARINGS, wain and ronnoctine rods • RODY BY FISHER
•Sococked on ROADMAS VU, op..** o,ern, ,s- o sorts mod•Ic

WINN bolter assidamoblIes ore bails NI Ilk will bedId
To.

toast,

rAnos. Asr Ntornoa., *my W.0,-tav
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ACP Sign-Up Has
3 Weeks To Go,
Chairman Warns
One Or More Soil
Saving Practices Needed
On Every Kentucky
Farm
Lexington, April 5-With approximately one month to go in
the 1949 Agricultural Conservation Program sign-up campaign,
65,726 Kentucky farmers have
signed farm plans indicating their
intention to participate in the
program, M. C. Butler, acting
chairman of the State PMA Committee, said here Monday.
In Caldwell county 1,007 of the
eligible 1,470 farmers have signed for the 1949 program, W. S.

5 TIMES
as Strong in
GERM KILLII1G
POWDEP as

Carbolic Acid
Here is the ideal
farm disinfectant
spray that you
have been looking
for. A spray that
kills on contact
all common disease germs, mold fungi, red
mites, sporulated coccidial
**cysts and worm eggs.
It costa as little as Sc per gallon when diluted yet it retains
its effective germ killing powers
when diluted.

RUSSELL'S LITTER
SPRAY for Poultry

Use

Houses,Hog-Cattle
and Sheep Barns,
Cellars
Russell's Revenge Litter Spray
is packed in many sizes. Quarts,
$1.00; Gallons, $3.00. This spray
Is so economical that you can
afford to use it every day on
your farm.

FOR SALE BY
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 2075

Series E Bond Sales
Increase In Kentucky

Louisville-Louise J. Haase,
chairman of the U. S. Treasury Department's industrial
savings bond committee for
Kentucky, announced today
9.4 percent more Series E
bonds were sold in the state
during January and February
than for,the first two months
of last year.
He cited that as evidence to
discount a theory that a depression has started.

arators and milk coolers. Coleltc
man-Dunn Co.

Farther Princitonian
Solos With Choir

FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2359. Work guaranteed.
tfc

Miss Varolyn Taylor, former
Princeldnian, was soloist with the
Georgetown College Choir which
presented a program at 11 o'clock
Wednesday morning in First Baptist Church. About 40 college students made up the choir. Luncheon was served in the church
basement.

ipasant Grov
Now w

celebrated the 107th annu.ii
Day" here Monday ail:
than 8,000 persons were on
Benton -iMarshall countians
fun the festivities.
reduced for quick sale. See
Try a Leader classified 11.41
ltp
Erby Cruce Phone 3829

8,000 At "Fitter Day'
In Benton Monday

er

sunda;s.h
crowdatipryanoiiver:howuhtm
i
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"BILL DING'S" Business
ri
reiinder ofthey
iCera be

RED SPOT flat wall paint only $3.00 gal.-in 12 matched
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Pare:write finish. JOINER'SMc
your friendly hardware.

At Jennie Stuart

Mrs. Mary Hulett Rogers, 100
Role street, is in Jennie Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville.

memo PROJECTED NEW PIPE LINE
ExiSTros SYSTEM NORTHERN OERSOC•4
........ !OUSTING SYSTEM SOUTHERN DIVISION

-

nk
oiie

'some

BUILDING Business
•

FOR SALE: A church building at
Otter Pond, to be moved off
church grounds, church to receive or reject any or all bids.
Sealed bids received by April
10th. Homer Mitchell, Route 3,
2tp
Church treasurer.

mr ture

COME /1./AND HAVE
A LITTLE CHAr
AND WELL ADVISE
OA/ Tills AND TWAT

Livestock Market
LA
V
TEXAS GAS TRANSMISSION CORP
Livestock sold this week totaled
Traylor, chairman, said Monday.
a
on
was
market
the
in
The
head.
received
1,122
Artist'• conception of Texas Gas Trainami salon Corporation'•
A warning was
AAA office this week that un- par with last week.
new natural gas pipe line from Texas to Ohio. Beginning
less nearly 100 percent of eligi- TOTAL HEAD-1122
in the Carthage field of East Texas thi• 26-inch pipe line
ble farmers sign, Caldwell coun- Long fed steers--$23-$26
will extend more than 800 miles to Middletown, Ohio. When
-$22-$24
materiShrot fed streets
ty's quota of conservation
WHERE is the best equipped shop
it will bring new supplies 'of natural gas to
completed,
butcher
al will be cut for 1950, Mr. Tray- Medium quality
York.
in Caldwell county? Come out
New
upper
to
Mississippi
from
in
states
communities
cattle-$21-$24
lor said. Lime and phosphate are
on West Main street at Colethe main conservation materials. Baby beeves-$22-$26
man-Dunn Co., and let us prove
"We feel sure we will get Fat Cows-$16-$19
ltc
this.
$16
cutters-$13quota
and
Canners
our
keep
to
signers
enough
21
"Farmers
Bulls-$19-$
said.
20
and
6-8-6
Traylor
:
NOW AVAILABLE
up," Mr.
Depot Street, about 7 mi. from
Car Heaters, Stewart Warner
percent phosphate. Immediate
have three more weeks in which Stock Cattle-$20-$26
ltp
Feeder cattle-$20-$25
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We Stay And Pay ...

For over 41 years we have...
... Stayed and Paid

C. A. WOODALL INSURANCE AGENCY
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At Adv•nised
in
SPORTS
AFIELD

Engineered
to Run

CLEANING SUPPLIES
TRITETVNE DeLuxe
RADIO PHONOGRAPH

GNU,OE

6000 HOURS

Colorko,

WITHOUT
OVERHAUL

Useful

Features that
$72.50
Say $114.50
Automatic changer; outstanding tone and volume.
eisii
Walnut cabinet.

CANISTER SET
$1.50 Quality 98c

WIZARD
"LIFETIME"
Outboard Motors
Start easier! Respond to
throttle faster! Jeweled
bearings . . Magna-pul
starter, automatic- rewind. Other big features!

Keeps supplies fresh]
Snug-fitting oovers. Attractive "Bungalow- design. Set of 4. 1(117843

EASY TERMS $112.50

FOR MEN WHO CARE ...

Compact, Single-Unit

CURLEE CLOTHES
RNA SIZED
FIELDER'S GLOVE

WHATEVER the hour or occasion, discriminating men know
that it pays to look your best. And the easiest and most eco-

000D TAN COWHIDE, OIL
TREATED. LEATHER LINING.

nomical way of doing this, as thousands of American men

display. Here is expert styling at its best-and craftsmanship
which gives painstaking attention to every tailoring detail.

IN& KILLER
EVER

Here too is a choice of fine fabrics in the season's newest and

YOU'VE

s •

smartest patterns. For real economy and lasting satisfaction,
yours a Curlee Spring Suit.

ARROW SHIRTS

JARMAN SHOES

Extra durable! Dirt and
dust wash off In rain.
Mooey-back guarantee!

• keeps
Instant Killer .
on killing bugs for weeks!
3 to 10 times more powerful than DDT!
Rids. your
home of all
Insect pests.
23 25
SR71.
PT.

69s

cackladnelA

QUART„.„.„,„4iina9

"Princeton's Finest Department St."

uses.
Floors, woodwork. leather.

Self-Cleaning -

White HOUSE PAINT
COOK-KILL
with EXTANE

INTER-WOVEN SOCKS

NOME BEAUTY AIDS

PII01

PASTE WAXES---Many

COOK101
STETSON HATS

We're
HEADQUARTERS For TopQuality National Brand

05E0 OR

MONEY

$5.1 5

GALLON

LION

Old 'neat or John. AO
C
son's. I lb. M1;141.1014
LIQUID WAXES-Spread on
floor. dries to rich lustre.
Sinlenis, O'Cedar. Old
English,
117931 I1011

Pint'

••••••••••••

,

98c

2

13(

49(
13(

can
WAK, Johnwon's Glo Coat

59(

pint can

WALL PAPER CLEANER, Cleveland
94

can powder
BUCKETS, galvanized
12 quart size
DISH PANS, Aluminum
12 quart size
FURNITURE POLISH, O'Cedar

10(

can

35tt

WINDEX, Sprayer,

25(
14

BLUING, Little Boy Blue

each
STARCH, Lisa.
12 oz. pkg.
"
$1

59(
81(

39
25
121
56ft

10(

pkg. .
BROOM'S, Liberty, five

....

10(

sewed
19(

each

BUCKETS, galvanized
10 quart
FURNITURE POLISH, Crescent
24 oz. bottle
LAUNDRY BLEACH, Hi Clo

55(
5
(
1
1 1(

quart bottle
OLEOMARGARINE, MI Choice
pound
LIME, 10 pound bag

0
(
2
11(

each
BABY FOOD, Heinz, assorted
strained, 4 1-2 as. can
LITE FLAKE FLOUR
plain, 23 lb. bag

103(
1

MEAT SPECIALS
SUGAR CURED HAMS, 10 to 15 lb.
averlsge, whole or half, lb.

49

SLICED BACON
pound

WESTER\ I TO 1\ssociate Store
Rome

Owned - Home Operated by

43(

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
TOMATOES, 1 lb. tube
each
BANANAS, large and ripe
1 lb.
•

19(
16/4

LETTUCE;
4 dozen size, head
GRAPEFRUIT, Florida
lt lb. mesh bag

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M
WVJS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

JOE P. WILCOX
C

can
WASH BOARDS,
brass, each
WINDEX,

tall can
RED SALMON, Del Monte, sockeye
1 lb. can
TOMATO sour,Heilli
11 oz. can

THE FASTEST
SUREST, EASIEST
SAFESTE4CLEANEST

MOPS, O'Cedar, sweep type,
No. 22, each
ROPE MOPS, Shineup
No. 16, each ..
BABBO CLEANSER,

22(

...

Full toned; illuminated
controls. Fits any car. ass's.
Custom -Styled Sets

54

large can
CLEANSER, Old Dutch

all purpose, 12
GRAPE JUICE, Steel's
quart jar
CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine

agree with this verdict when you come in to see

the new Curlee Suits for Spring which we've just placed on

snake

1.39

0,$4.89

agree, is to always wear clothes that carry the Curlee label.
You will

MOORE AUTO RADIO
$39.95
EASY TERMS

$

100% 'LIRE, NEW
DEPENDABLE OIL.
2 GALLON CAN

s,

linen, 12-oz. each
SA.NI FLUSH,

20 oa. battle
WASH TUBS, Sealing
each
BLUING, Crescent
16 oz. bottle, 3 for
BON AMI,

'TWIN "6- Dolux.t. 6 H.P.'
SINGLE DeLtote. 3 2 H. P. $149.00

-

FLOOR MOPS, 01.4dar
No. 3, each
FLOOR MOPS, Water, slasher

1E00
II

Red Front Stores

13(
55(

5
,t1!
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1:1) Mr Nola Wilson
, Mi. Marshall preached
rday and Sunday. A very
sized crowd attended Sunand Sunday School had an
dance of 43.
G. C. Meadows, Bowling
was called as pastor for
remainder of the year.
tle Nancy Carol Rogers has
ill, but is some better.
large crowd attended the
at Bryan Oliver's Wednestic has bought a dwelling at
rifle and plans to mive in
future.
and Mrs. Claud Storms and

H. C. P'POOL
Authorized Dealer

ERGUSON TRACTOR
ND IMP. COMPANY
PRINCETON, KY.
Phones 3226 and 3140

I HE PRINCETON LEADER,
son, Joe, moody visited relatives in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Peek of
- Mount Vernon', Ill., recently visit
ed his father, Urey Peek,- and
family.
Mrs. Zora Wilson has returned
home after spending about six
weeks with Miss Nola Wilson.
Among those out of the community attending the funeral of
0. C. Pollard were Mr. and Mrs.
Collins Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Overbey, Mr. and Mrs. Arch
Colley, Mr. and Mrs. Buen Owen,
Mrs. Urey Pollard and sons, Mrs.
Carrie Mitchell, Mn. Alice Walker, Mrs. Laura Colley and Mrs.
Manie Jewell, Hopkinsville; Mr.
and Mrs. Garnett P'Pool, Dawson Springs; Mr. and Mrs. Herahel Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
P'Pool, Cerulean; Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Wolf, Sinking Fork; Ross
Stewart and Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Stewart, Bainbridge; Mr. and
Mrs. Garnett Oden, Mr. and Mrs
Corbett Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Ladd, Mrs. Jim Mitchell, Princeton; Nolie and Guy Williamson
and sister and Mrs. Jim Cluck
and sister, Illinois.
•
Mrs. Ethel Dunning, Hopkinsville, has been visiting Mrs. Grace
Dunning.

BRIDGE COLLAPSE KILLS FIVE—An almost-complete center
span of the new Bluestone river bridge near Hinton, W. Va., collapsed hurling five men to death in the river 150° feet below. Four
other were injured. Two men searched the river for victims. The
new bridge is to replace the lower structure beneath it. (AP
Wirephoto).

The Cost Of Social Security

REGULAR MEETING

By Clark Beach
Washington — What would
President Truman's social security proposals cost? Estimates are
difficult, but there is in evidence
another government system that
furnishes some clues for rough
comparisons. It is the railroad retirement system.
Railroad workers' retirement
and unemployment insurance systems provide all the benefits
which the administration has proposed to extend to most of the
rest of the workers. But the proposed social security taxes would
be bargain prices compared to
what the railroad people Pay.
The administration plan is to
raise social security taxes from
I the present one percent of payroll to one and one-half percent
this July. The tax would be raised
to two percent on Jan. 1, 1950. As
the tax is paid both by employer
and employe, this would make the
total tax at each rate two, three
and four percent. In the railroad
business, both employe and management now pay a tax of six
percent of payroll, making a total of 12 percent. In 1952, the tax
will be boosted to 6 1-4 percent
each.
The railroad men believe there
will be plenty of money to pay
the bills without additional taxes.
They don't expect to ask the government for money. The government pays them nothing now except to keep war veterans' retirement credits equal to those
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REAL OIL FORTIFIED WITH SPECIAL
sir extra
, tastiest
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Grass, Legume Seed
Worth Half Of Corn

Rarely do feeds contain poison
fatal to animate, says the Feed
and Fertilizer Department at the
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station. More than 1,000
samples of feeds have been analyzed for farmers who suspeeted
they contained poison that killed
chickens or then stocks.
The department says that in no
case was it shown that poison was
in the feed when it was brought.
When poison was found, it usually
was traced to carelessness on
the part of the stockman. Measuring or carrying feed in pails that
had been used for spray materials or hanging heavily treated
tobacco over feed bins are two
ways poison can get into feed on
the farm.

Fulton county's white clover,
Ky. 31 fescue, lespedeza, red clover and redtop seed crops last year
sold for approximately $750,000.
These crops were grown on about

11(gOrirte
MIRACLES!
Applies like magic!a
Right over
wallpaper!
ref
One coat covers! a
Dries in an hour! fkr
One gallon
does a room! ig

John 13. Watts, "and the 10,000
acres growing than were improved, while the 27,000 acres
in corn were being depleted."
Women owned an estimated 840.
billion worth of life insurance at
the end of 1947.

Compare Features!
No other line of trucks in ifs price range has all these
features! 4-Speed Synchro-Mesh Transmission • Splined
Rear Axle Hub Connection • Foot-Operated Parking
Brake • Steering Column Gearshift • The Cab That
"Breathes"• • Full-floating Hypoid Rear Axle • Articulated Brake-Shoe Linkage.

The United States has about
40,000 new car dealers.

Compare Quality!

still draw his retirement benefit.
(At present he cannot earn more
than $14.99 in ooveied employment).
The railroad and new social security plan would also provide
disability insurance.
For the railroad folk, sickness
and unemployment compensation
is separate. Management foots the
entire bill. Under the new social
security law unemployment insurance would remain a state obligation. Sickness insurance, however, would be included under
the new bill.

There's an extra measure of massive strength and durability in Chevrolet trucks. They're built to take rough
going in every feature of body, cab, engine and chassis!

Compare Performance!

who were not in the armed forces.
The social security plan, however, as now proposed, looks toward a time, in five to 10 years,
when it will be necessary either
to raise the social security taxes
above two percent or get a subsidy. One reason that railroad
taxes are so high is that railroad
workers with 30 years' service
can retire with full annuity benefits, although the system has been
in effect only 12 years. These
workers get a lot more out of it What to do for woman's oldest
than they put into it. The system problem, functional monthly pain?
took over the old railroad retire- Many a girl and woman has found
ment plan, under which the rail- the answer in Comm's 2-way help.
You Bee, CAROM may make things
road companies guaranteed pen- Iota easier for you in
either of two
sions to 30-year men.
ways: (1) started 9 days before
The Social Security system has
your time" and taken as directed
a parallel problem. It is defined on the label, it should help relieve
by the Advisory Council on Social functional periodic pain; (2) taken
Security ,headed bsi Edward R. throughout the month like a tonic,
It should improve your appetite,aid
Stettinius, Jr.
"Under our recommendations, digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
the full rate of benefits will be come.
Cutout la scientifically prepaid to those who retire during pared and scientifically tested. If
the first two or three decades of you suffer "at those certain times'',
operation even though they pay get Cannot today.
only a fraction of the cost of their
benefits.
"In a social insurance system,
it would be inequitable to ask
either employers or employes to
finance the entire cost of liabilities arising primarily because the
act had not been passed earlier
than it was.
"Hence, it is desirable for the
Federal Government, as sponsor
of the program, to assume at
least part of these accrued liabilities based on the prior service
of early retirants. A government
contribution would be recognition
of the interest of the nation as a
whole in the welfare of the aged
and the widows and children."
The proposed social security
taxes would not be quite so low
as they seem in comparison to the
railroad retirement tax. They
would be levied on wages up to
$400 a month (compared to $2502
a month under the present law.)
The railroad retirement tax is
levied on wages up to $300 a
month. Benefits would be about
equal. The maximum monthly
benefit a railroad man and his
family can draw is $144. The new
Old Age and Survivors' Social
Security Insurance maximum
would be $150. (The present maxiznum for Social Security is $85.)
—
A retired railroad employe,
however, has one very substantial
advantage over social security
participants. If he wants to get
a job paying any amount of money outside the railroad industry
usmsoist.
to supplement his retirement ane
yaw
nuity, he can do so.
•••,
‘1
Under the proposed social se1 s.1
curity amendments, a retired person cannot earn more than $50 a
month in employment of a type
covered by old age insurance and

Women now find 2-way
help for old problem

0$

There's more power with economy in the Thrift-Master
and Load-Master Valve-In-Head engines—Chevrolet's
twin champions for low-cost operation, low-cost upkeep.
‘
2.

at the lowest list
PRICES
in the entire truck field

CHEVROLET
TRUCKS

THERE'S A CHEVROLET TRUCK FOR
EVERY JOB... with capacities from
4,000 lbs. to 16,000 lbs. G.V.W.!

MORE CHEVROLET TRUCKS IN USE
THAN ANY OTHER MAKEI

*Heating and rstntilating system optional at ••tra cost.

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Princeton, Ky.

New Low N Prices!!
General Electric
Refrigerators
tfj

1948 - NF
1949 - NB8F

- - $245.00 1948 - NH8E 5245.001948 - NDIOE -

- $394.00
- $435.00

RANGES

I I tiNT-Mtir

HOME FREEZERS
1948

NAV)

$219.00 1948 - NASD

$319.00

=

011?7iKineaD
,
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KEM6610

10,000 acres,
Fulton county farmers produced 1,080,000 bushels of corn on 27,000 acres the past year. This corn
was worth about $1,350,000.
"The grass and clover seed Was
worth more than half as much as
the corn," noted County Agent

No others compete
when you compare!

ill/HI MO

CHECK THESE
Such glorious color!
Such magic ease, when
you decorate with the
Miracle Wall Finish!And
only $3.79 a gallon! No
wonder Kern-Tone is
America's most popular
flat wall paint!

Few Animals Killed
By Poison In Feeds

Corn cobs, ground and sieved to
a fineness comparable to corn
meal, can be used instead of corn
meal in making abrasive soaps,
says the United States Department of Agriculture.

—What It Means

B. P. 0 . ELKS

911111,

PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

•••••••1-

SCUFF Ir.' SOIL IT! scRua !
Sensational new Kern-Glol
Looks and washes like baked
enamel! For the first time,
kitchen and bathroom walls,
woodwork In every room can
have a finish that's smooth as
plant lc,cleanable aschlnaware,
beautiful as polished Ivory!

• NO PRIMER!
•NO LINDERCOATERI

•S011.1111111111
•ONLY $2.31 A (MARTI
•WON'T STAIN!

•DRIES- -3T0414OURSI

•RESISTS GREASE,
• DIRT WASHES OM

•WASNARSEI

•RESISTSSORINGWAT1111

•,K.,

•
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110P77'

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINEUP OF THESE FINE
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

0
CIIS/1/0NYDR/1///V0,1
.
Ihellirad( lash
hathrnems.and fincs14''"

ONLY
$239

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.
Phone 2751

1

S.

100.C.47 711131.C64.60L0 PIT47T/RISI
•EASY TO APPI.YI
•ONE COAT COVERS!

\tamoro

••"..

-441/ ff
f

from the famous laboratories that gave you Kern-Tone!

WATER HEATERS

Want easy, smooth handling
— not for just a couple of
hundred miles — hut right
from one lobe job to the next?
We've got your answer in
Ma risk, the tough, longerlasting chassis lubricant that
sticks right to the job fighting
wear and friction. Applied by
them never by
chance. Let us
give your car
that "Marfak
feeling." Stop
in today!

Cummins Oil
Co.

WE ALSO HAVE IN STOCK
DISHWASHERS
IRONERS

RADIOS
WASHERS

AUTOMATIC WASHERS
ELECTRIC SINKS

AND MANY SMALL APPLIANCES

.PRINCETON LUMBER CO2.0.1
S. SEMINARY ST.

'

PHONE

1

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KiNTUCKY
This means Mr. Woodall has sold,
Strip Mining Waste
since January 1, at least $100,000
Studied Near Here
insurance for the company.
(Continued from Page One)
madis.,,,, lile AP -Strip min('. A. Woodall, of the Woodall of life
insurance Agency, received a pin If he sells $200,00 by August, than it takes to tell about them, ing of coal in Hopkins and Mudlast week signifying he has be- he will qualify to attend the 90th make up the dial system of tele- lenberg counties le being tbservcome a member of the $100,000 Anniversary- convention of the phoning.
ed by a subcommittee of the
club of the Equitable Life Insur- company to be held that month
Power for the system conies Kentucky Legislature Research
ance Society for the year 1949. in Atlantic City, N. J.
from an array of huge batteries, Commission which started a twocharged electrically. In case elec- day inspection trip front
here
tric power fails a diesel motor Is
Tuesday.
started and charging is continuThe commission was directed
ed, leaving service uninterruptby the 1948 General Assembly to
ed.
Protection from lightning or study strip mining and its creaother high voltage is accomplish- tion of wastelands and to report
ed by having each wire so ar- to the Assembly at its session next
ranged that it is grounded if year.
voltage goes above normal.
One red line, larger than the
others, goes around each equipment frame. This is the fire line,
(Continued from Page One)
which has a low melting point
and sets alarms clanging all lected as alternate captain, will
FIRE-SAFE BARNS—MILK HOUSES—HEN HOUSES
through the building when the head the Blues.
CATTLE SHEDS — TOOL HOUSES — SILOS
13fr...
Although the White aggregacircuit is broken.
tion, heavy with veteran camThere
is
a
traffic
department
halm
mint
A modern lawn. first ol an
which records how many times paigners, appears to have the
modern buildings. The trend everyphones are used, even though edge, it is no certainty they will
wlier• U, replecing farm buildings or
Conwith
build
in expanding. Is to
be able to run roughshod over the
calls are not completed.
crete Masonry.
In the operating room is the opposing eleven. The tilt promises
In Its most modern VIERAPAC Mock toll board,
with room for six op- to be a hardfought affair from
lorm. Concrete Masonry is adapted to
use as the chief anneal in every erators. One set of lights is op- start to finish.
Several promising UK sophoin. of lawn built:Wag and oilers all erated by batteries, so that there
aloe* featurn most wanted on S. will still be light if power fails. more gridders are expected to
emanation
low.
are
risks
Flr•
farm.
give a good account of themselves
and insulation are bonen work Is One position is arranged for
easier. upkeep and repairs practically emergency work. This means calls in the intra-squad battle, among
irlicilnated.
can be made to ther stations, even them a pair of outstanding quartTha racorda show that man duo half if the rest of the equipment fails erbacks—Babe Parilli, a six-foot
ill. farm ballast; replacement/a la Ss completely.
one-inch 180-pounder from RochUnited State. ar• Node aricaraarr by
The front door can be opened ester, Pa., and Bob Bezuk, the
If,. or tonsadoria. Cameral* Mawry
electrically from the operating mighty mite from Ambridge, Pa.
prowls you ward both.
In addition to these, several
Play ads. Moderalse with Vlbrapar room after the caller has identiCow:role Maricaryl
other sophomores have been
fied himself.
For the convenience of phone showing up well in spring drills,
FREE! Write or call for your copy of this cornowners there is an outside de- Guards John Ignarski and John
pository, with a rack of envelopes Baldwin and Center Doug Moseplot* story at Gnaw. Masonry Construction
above it. This gives an oppor- ley having come in for special
tunity for bill paying without hav- Praise from Coach Bryant.
Probable starters for the game
ing to come to the office
during business hours, 8:30 to 5 will include the following:
UN4T,
101/111.01,RY
CONC..[Tt
,
V1BRAPAC
Whites—Left end, Nick Odlio'clock, Monday through Friday.
r•moDUCf.“ Of ISCSSER
There is a pay station at the vak; left tackle, Bob Gain; left
front door, as well as one inside guard, Bill Wannamaker or John
Baldwin; center, Ulinski; right
the building.
Mr. Branam and W. J. Hodge, guard, Pat James or John Ignarof the division office, Louisville, ski; right tackle, Bob Pope, or
remained in Princeton until Tues- Lloyd McDermott; right end, Dom
day night to help iron out Frampton or Walt Yowarsky;
wrinkles in the new system.
quarterback, Vito Parini or Bob
Bezuk; left half, Clayton Webb;
right half, Wilbur Jamerson or
Johnny Meihaus; fullback, Bill
Leskovar or Lee Truman.
Blues—Left end, John NetosKenneth Yocier
Kenneth
Yoder, Evansville, kie; left tackle, James WM**
Ind., died suddenly Sunday after- left guard, Bob Jones; center,
noon of a heart attack. Funeral Gene Pancake or Bob Martin;
services were conducted in Evans- right guard, Bill Conde or Dick
ville Tuesday afternoon. Burial Holway; right tackle, Frank Fulwas in Cedar Hill cemetery here. ler; right end, Charley Bentley or
He is survived by his widow, Jim McConnaughey; quarterback,
Mrs. Elsie Cartwright Yoder, Ed Vanek or Bezuk; left half,
former Princetonian and daugh- Dopey Phelps; right half, Cliff
Lawson or John Cobb; fullback,
ter of Mrs. Laura Cartwright.
Attending the funeral in Evans- Harold Wooddell.
ville from here were Miss Rita
Cartwright, sister of the widow, Tennessee Agrees
To
and Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Wood.
Another sister, Mrs. James Hayes, Joint Highway Project
Nashville — Tennessee's HighLouisville, attended.
way Department announced Tuesday that it is ready to build its
Warning Issued On
part of a four-lane highway from
Springfield, Tenn., to Russellville,
State Tax Returns
"If your State income tax re- Ky. Action depends on "when
turn is not filed by midnight, Kentucky is ready," State HighApril 15th, you will be delin- way Commissioner E. W. Egglesquent and subject to a penalty," ton said. It probably will be a
the Department of Revenue re- year before the project gets under
minded taxpayers.
Collections to March 15th were
up $1,000,000 more than for 1948. Complets Course
Number of returns, received by In Wach Making
the department, is up approxiMr. and Mrs. Charles "Pete"
mately 75 percent.
Russell and little son have reSoon after April 15, the field turned from Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
staff will begin income tax in- where he has completed a course
vestigations in each district.
in watch making.

New Telephone

C. A. Woodall Member
Of $100,000 Club

Robbins Bro's. Circus
To Appear In Princeton

MODERNIZE YOUR FARM

ropers and whip crackers have
been engaged to offer the Ted
Lund complete Wild West feature prow am including Miss Viola
Brown, Champion Australian lady
whip cracker. Miss Brown will
present at all performances her
famous riding school that is guaranteed to make the most chronic
dyspeptic split his or her sides
with merriment.
The Robbins Bro's. Circus man-

&gement this year have psid
timbal' care to the
ceurteous
ling of the circus visitors siki
all out wholesome and
clean
formance throughout. To
Mr. C. C. Smith, sole
owner
manager of the Robbins
Circus "we are
exhibltit)
Princeton under the
Vra,
jem this year,
with the ese
ject in view, to come
back
year."

with...

DUPONT DUCO Enamel
'01114 one co t Magic!
Gives sparkling new color sad
beauty to furniture and wood.
work, kitchen anti bathroom
walls. You'll find scores of uma
for DUCO around the house!
Sensational wild 4111111,11 aL
e one of the outstanding features
promised to the circus lovers of Princeton when the Robbins Bros.'
3 ring circus exhibits in the city on the V.F.W. Ball Park on Wednesday, April 13 under auspices of the V.F.W. Post. Miss Gladys
Wallace depicted here with some of her jungle pets is conceded to
be the peer of all wild animal subjugators in this country. Miss
Wallace will be seen at both of the scheduled performances at 2
and 8 p. m. in Princeton.
Complete in every detail and thrown open for the benefit of
with nothing lacking for even the early corners and those wishing
most fastidious to look for the to view the many wild animals.
Robbins Bro's. 3 Ring Circus who
This 1949 season will bring to
are scheduled to appear in Prince- Princeton a number of rodeo and
ton for two performances on Wed- wild west performers who are
nesday, April 13. The Robbins household words in the land of
Bro's. tented city will be exhibit- wide open spaces.
ed on hte VFW Ball Park show
For this part of the two hour
grounds with performances sched- circus program, Tex Lund, noted
uled at 2 and 8 p. m. sharp, cowboy arenic star and Congress
promptly at I and at 7 p. m, the of Cowboys, Cowgirls, knife
doors to the main circus will be throwers, trick and fancy riders,
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McGough Paint & Wall Paper Stor
"The Complete Paint Store"
W. Ct. Sq.
Phone 25

CORNER DRUG STORE
Next Wednesday
12:30 O'Clock
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BE
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PRE-EASTER
CLEARANCE
30 to 50 Percent Savings On Coats,
Suits, Dresses Millinery ...
OUR LOSS IS YOUR GAIN
ALL COATS AND
SUITS SLASHED

DRESS
CLEARANCE

Assortment consists of Gabardine. Wool, Crepes, Coverts—

Printed crepes, wash
silks,
bembergs, cottons
$39.95 now . $32.50
Values
to $7.98
27.50 now .
19.95
NOW
. . . $4.00
22.50 now . 15.00
Values to $9.98
NOW .
. 5.88
Men's All Wool
Values to $10.98
Sharkskin Suits
NOW . . . 6.98
Hard worsted that make exReduced from $45.00 to

Men's $19.95 All Wool

$35.00

New Spring blue and tan colors
now . . .

Men's Big Brother and
Washington

$12.75

56160 Count Unbleached
36 inch

PC
'for BA
• ler GO

Her Most
Prized Gift

'for LA
FEE6
ALL TI
RIGGER

Is use •

MINN

SPORT COAT

Loveliest surprise' of all .
fragrant Spring - fresh bow,
on Easter morning. Sure to nhe,
her Day more pleasant than ever
—and a wonderful mark of yout
own good taste. For sure delivery,
place your order with us today
We have a wide variety of bloom
• . all from our own hot houses.
Every bouquet artfully arranged
by skilled floral decorators

Men's $12.95 Gabardine

DRESS PANTS

Boys' $10.95

SPORT COATS

saner
Boys' $4.98 Gabardine

DOMESTIC
Heavy 4 yds. weight

Blue or Tart
To Clear

PRINCETON7;41.TWED., APRIL 13

SEE

met TUes

29, at the

fo, 11.

$5.00

Afternoon I tnt Night 7 p.m, Rain or Shies, newer Prices
T e Riding Conleys. Americas Greatest Bareback Riders ... The famous Robbins Bros, herd
of performing elephants ... Miss Gladye Wallace
and her ferocious Jungle Lions . . The $50,01141
spectacle "Alice in Jungleland" featuring
Patrice Lowry, noted concert Prima Donna.
500 People. 250 Dories, Clowning, Acrobats, Aerialists
.
&mere of thrills packed into B hours of wholesome entertainment.

int

Prest):,'

MY

Close at

Circus Grounds VFW Ball Park, Auspices VFW

society

474V-

Dress Oxfords

MARX SLACKS
CORDUROY JACKETS

Fredonia Mi

A

Fine Calfskin uppers. Double
leather sole.

LEE'S HATS
ENRO SHIRTS
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Men's $9.95 City Club
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All wool, bard finish that retains excellent crease . . .

In a wide color and

goods,' night'
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churCh• Missof
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yor ..PeonY"

The Baby Elephants

8 oz. sanforized. Combed den
im . . low or high back. New
low price ...

gabardines and sbarkskins.

worrien's Club

Save the surface and you save all!

OVERALLS

Presenting our new Spring suit sollection of fine
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Butler
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cellent year around suits

With the Emphasis on Quality,
Tailoring and Good Looks
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Deaths & Funerals

mA,oisoNiviLLE ICSNYUclicY
TESTED CONCRETE MASONRY

$oli; Pleas*

SEE OUR EASTER BUNNY
Friday, April 8th at 1 o'clock
PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY

A. M. HARVILL, Florist
Eddyville Rd.
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Music Program Planned
For B&PW Club

NCETON. KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRI

, Mozart Music Club

Chariot Race Promises Thrills
In Scout Circus April 29

. . to exp•011e handlitto

Leader Congratulates

Homemakers News!
Homemakers Schedule

April 8, 10 o'clock, Eddyville
Road, Mrs. Arch Martin, hostess.
April 8, 6 o'clock, Lebeinon,
Mrs. M. J. Giese, hostess.
April 11, 10 o'clock, Quinn, Mrs.
Will Sigler, hostess.
April 12, 10 o'clock, Hall, Mrs.
Walter Littlefield, hostess.
April 12, 10 o'clock, Fredonia,
Mrs. Floyd Jones, hostess.
April 13, 10 o'clock, Lakewood,
Mrs. Roy Rowland, Jr., hostess.
April 14, 10 o'clock, Cedar Bluff,
Mrs. Herbert Williams, hostess.
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FEED NUNN-BETTER
ALL THE WAY FOR ...
BIGGER POULTRY PROFITS
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NUNN-SETTIA All Purpose
Soft Wheat Flour.
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CYF Members Attend
Spring Roundup Sunday
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CLAUSSNER'S
Kleer, Sheer
Exquisite
Hosiery
15- Denier

1.65
30-Denier

1.35

•Ossth. Square". For a
day in town, pea-shrank
Oad gingham in royal,
brown, green, block.
tikes 9 to 15. $10.95

exclusively at

'Cotton Blossom". Hapsolid
py combination,
rnut,ear and striped
o
in dark blue,dark
brown chambray,
ed:
$10.91
-

t

"'Stitch In Time". For•
pretty oftarr•oon, So
longed' sad-to-end
elsombray in pink, blue.
$11.95
"dd.

A PERFECT GIFT FOR HER

McCASLIN'S

"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

"Day-fame'. For any
day, any time, Sonforh•d•cordspun in green,
brown, navy or block
with white stripe. S8.95

MOM& gdwiirg• hissit.. ig
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Woodland Supplies
Farm For 50 Years
Over a period of 50 years, a 25acre woodland on the Shreve
farm in Taylor county has been
II constant source of lumber supply, relates Wilson J. Mitchell,
farm forester. Every building on
the farm, Including four barns,
a house and seven outbuildings,
have been made or remodeled
from lumber harvested from the
woodland. At the present time,
Hubbard Shreve is planning the
Natives of Bikini, who moved
to permit the bomb test, have
finally found a permanent home
on the island of Kill, 500 miles
southwest of Bikini.

construction of a tobacco barn,
for which he has marked 27,000
board feet from a small portion of
his lumber supply.
Mr. Shreve estimates that 370,000 board feet have been cut
from the woodland during the last
half century; then. 7,400 hoard
feet have been cut every year
for logs, posts, lumber and firewood, the last being taken from
dead trees and the tops of those
cut for lumber. There still remains nearly 100,000 board feet
In a stand of beech, sugar maple,
yellow poplar, ash, sweet gum,
and sycamore.
This good production of wood
on very steep land is due, said
Mr. Mitchell, to keeping out forest fires, and removing cull trees.
At the same time, clear cutting
and grazing have been avoided.

Thw use of protective goggles
in nary and other shipyards during the war is reported to have
reduced eye injuries about 75
percent.

The keeping quality of Long
Island cauliflower was improved
by spraying the crop with hormones, or growth-regulating substances, two weeks before harvest.

/to‘%
I hock
TrN This Pickup

The automotiv eindustry now
produces as many vehicles in a
day-23,000—as it produced in the
entire year of 1904.

For birds that are run-down
or convalescing from disease,
we recommend Dr. Salsbury's
AVI-TAB as a tonic. Easy to
use in the mash.
Low in cost. Use as
a monthly treatment.
For a springtime
pickup in production, try AVI-TAB.
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 2075
Princeton, Ky.

SPICK-M4D-SPOVOLKS SAY
SO0t1 It0.15 GO VAR
IVIKI YOU'LL
WAY C -\)
ALOIAG YOUR sav.tezet.
-

/
Nothing like a little pcint,
!paper and fixing up to rr Dice
even the most modest horn*
more attractive A neat, weltkept home invites confici.2ece
and commands respect
is
a mark of distinction It speaks well for
those who live there
and broadcasts its message to aft who pass The
cost
need not be great
.
and is a good investment, even
though you rent Phone or come in if a friendly
cash loan
will help keep your home looking its best.

e .to 20 weemi-44 4iteizczy.

Take advantage of lower payments and
longer terms ion
personal loans.

Phone 2881
106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky. 3EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Up.

Nothing Simple In
Old Dress Pattern
Barren county homemakers ata training school at Glas'Ter •
goy, under the direction of Clothing Specialist Miss Dorothy Threlkeld, College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky, decided present-day
dress patterns were simple, after
examining one made in 1812.
Loaned by a neighbor to Mrs.
Russell Gardner, county eub
leader, the pattern was used for
different sizes and different types
of dresses, if the seamstress followed certain perforations. The
I37-year-old pattern was menufattured in Louisville.

Grant Sheepmen
Get Big Returns

SPRING SNOW STICKS LIKE GUMBO—Heavy snow that stuck to objects like gumbo, snarled trafrice at Minneapolis, Minn., and in a large section of southern Minnesota. But the storm also added
a touch artistry, as trees and shrubs dropped under weight of the snow. Minneapolis and St. Paul
received about a six inch fall. In the southwest corner of the state as much as 12 inches fell. (AP
Wirephoto)

Ky. Farm News

Homemakers Attend"
Meetings In Boats

One hundred and seventy-one
When the Cumberland, Tenspring hats were made in Februnessee &id Ohio rivers poured
ary by Bath county women as a
over their banks in recent floods,
result of a millinery lesson in
members of homemakers clubs in
homemakers clubs.
Veterans planning to attend Livingston county used boats to
The Skylight-Goshen Homemakers Club in Oldham county is summer school under the G. I. get to their meetings, according
sponsoring the landscaping of Bill should begin now to make to Home Agent Kathleen Vance.
necessary arrangements for VetShiloh church.
The McMurry club was the first
Tobacco growers in Clark coun- erans Administration certificates
to ferry. With Mrs. Chris Jamety, who had trouble with mosaic of eligibility, VA advises.
A veteran already in school un- son as hostess, all members man
and fusarium wilt, plan to grow
der
the G. I. Bill who intends to aged to board a ferry to get
disease-resistant 17A this year.
through flood waters to the meet
From 12 litters of pigs born in continue his education this suming.
farrowing crates, H. C. Thomp- mer in a different school should
Members of the Cedar Grove
son of Daviess county lost only apply as soon as possible for a
supplementary certificate of eli- club also used boats to defy the
one pig from being mashed.
More than 300 farmers in El- gibility. VA pointed out that vet- elements and to make certain
liott isounty produced over a ton erans now in school under the G. their program suffered no interI. Bill must have these supple- ruption.
of tobacco to the acre last year.
Several other clubs reported
Two hundred pounds of ladino mentary certificates before they
clover and 400 pounds of Ky. 31 can be admitted to new schools or almost 100 percent attendance, although high water covered large
fescue were seeded in McCreary courses.
If a veteran is not presently in areas of the county and made
'county in March. .
Clinton Stallons of Trigg coun- training, but holds an unused cer- many roads impassable.
ty stated that the 1,700 pounds tificate of eligibility issued before
of coke he bought last year was September 1, 1948, he should ob- Small Flock Pays
worth many times its cost in im- tain a new certificate if he plans
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moss of
proving the quality of his tobac- to attend school this summer. If Christian county told County
he has no certificate of any kind Agent Aubrey M.
co.
Warren that
It is estimated that application and plans to enrol in a summer their 121 pullets laid 7,926 eggs
will be made in Hickman county school, he should make applica- from Nov. 1 to Jan. 31. The averfor the certification of 148 acres tion for a certificate at his near- age price received was 55 cents
est VA office.
of Vigo wheat.
a dozen, or a total of $363.27. Feed
Veterans now in school may ob- included 1,240 pounds of laying
Forty-one Bell county farmers
fain
application
forms
for
suppleindicated that they will sow almash costing $66.34 and 1,390
mentary certificates from the pounds of grain worth
falfa this year.
$34.75, or a
registrar's
office at their schools total of $101.09. Profit on the
Treating tobacco beds with blue
stone-lime gave Spencer county or from any VA office. After a flock was $262.18, or $87.39 a
farmers an increase of approxi- veteran has filled out his applica- month.
tion he should send it to the VA
mately $100 per acre in 1948.
Approximately 500 acres in regional office having jurisdiction military service some time between September 16, 1940 and
Rowan county will be seeded to of his present school.
Attention to these details now July 25, 1947; (2) they served 90
ladino clover this year. ,most of
will avoid last-minute rushes and days or more or were discharged
it with Ky. 31 fescue.
Three hundred acres in Callo- delays, since verification of each before 90 days for a disability inway county will be set with 360,- veteran's entitlement is necessary curred in service: and (3) they I
000 seedlings of loblolly pines before VA may pay tuition and were discharged under conditions r
other than dishonorable.
this spring for soil erosion control. subsistence.
Generally, veterans are eligible
for G. I. Bill education and trainIrish Clows Neither
ing if (1) they were in active

Irish Nor Clowns

Forrowing House
Uric Lively and Son, breeders
of I egistered Poland-China hogs,
are completing the first community farrowing house in Webster
county. They used the plan and
blueprints worked out by the engineering department of the College of Agriculture and Home

Hamburg, Germany — Ap _
Hamburg housewives who sy.
go out to work are to have a
day
off a month to do their ho,
work.
Try a Leader

classified

LOOK AND LISTEN!
We have all the top tunes
RCA
Victor Records and
Radio Combinations.

An income of $38.30 a ewe
from a flock of 30 owned by I. T.
Caldwell of Grant county, caused
the Grant County Sheep Improvement Association to award him
the annual championship ribbon.
This is the second time he has
topped the pool flocks, notes
County Agent Robert Hume, who
added that Caldwell "is consistently a high record man."
R. K. Martin took second ribbon with his income of $38.19 on
each of 53 ewes he started with at
the beginning of the season. Third
ribbon was awarded to Charles
E. Clarke with an income of $36.78
on 24 ewes.
--The city council unanimously
voted a bill giving them one full
day .off a month with pay if
they worked at jobs for 48 hours
a week

Because it's now baked the
Tender-Texed way — the
greatest bakery improvement of all
times! SUNBEAM
is "Tender-Texed" because it has
that NEW LOOK—
of even-grained snowy
whiteness—TASTE—more intriguing than ever—and FEEL—soft
and smooth! No
better bread than Tender-Texed
Sunbeam has ever been
made. Try it today and every day!
Buy it from your
Favorite Grocer.
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Stallins and Kennedy Electric Service
124 E. Main St

Phone 3110 or 2319

inequitieS
state C4,0
sse, H c1y

AGENTS TOR

iONG DISTANCE

MOVItio

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN

CIOI11 Top Downi•
Marlborough
$23.00
Francis First
21.73
Georgian Ito.
23.30
French Ilenaissonce 27.00
Pointed Antique
23 73
Fragrance
22.30

For over a century, brides have been
pleased with Reed and Barton craftsmanship in sterling silver. Here are patterns which bring richness, true beouty
and lasting charm into the home.
•Procos or• pot 6 (It pfocourrtfing — knife, fork, footpoon,
crow. soup, buffo, spreorfor Fedorai ten inclucisori.

State
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rimy be
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x, the .
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Here's for gaiety, with the
brightest hue of multicolors Wear your first red leather crepe
added to the smartest style in sandal tomorrow and you'll feel
how adding air-life comfort to
Here's a strap shoe in nusuede, flattie sandals. Lots of open fashion -right
footwear will inthe color of a copper sun! Styled spaces and a small golden fluence your walking future. Steps
by the thousands all day long can
in lines to enhance every step, its buckle on each side of your be a
pleasure for
first on your list of bright weathHurry, for yours, at
LOADED WITH FEATURES
OFFERED BY mg OTHER
RANGE AT ANY PRIEEll

To

Cald wP

1949PRICESENSATION!

, Saves Lots of Money— .
Gives That Added Energy Zest,

IflaiC°W5
COM ni.155.1
Corre

doily"

High Note In Gold
Or Multi Color

Chicago — AP — If anyone
wants to make up a list of misnomers, he could start with the
Irish Clowns Athletic Club. A
low members can trace their
blood lines back to the old sod.
But the bluk of them are German, Polish and Iitalian. The
outfit grew out of a boys' basketball team. It was named after
the star, Pete "Irish" Kraus. A
fellow who thought the lads
were rather silly supplied the
rest of the title.

AdI

ONLY 4.95
Ask To. See
STYLE No. 3504
As Sketched
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